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PRICELESS

CHITWOOD SPEA_KS OUT AGAINST BIAS CRIME
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Chief Chitwood (left) and Lt. Dion

by Brittany Jasmine Fortin
· GAY-BASHING! The word itself
brings a chill to our spines. Practically all
of us have been victimized by this
manifostation of hate and intolerance.
Throughout our lives, we have not only
witnessed but have been victims of threats,
beatings, vandalism, and occasionally,
murder. When the sole motivation behind
,these crimes is hatred of the victims social
status or lifestyle, it becomes a "bias
crime".
The issue of bias crime was addressed
by Portland Police Chief Michael
Chitwood during an October 10th meeting
of the Matlovich Society. A standing rpom
only crowd of 214 people, many of \\;'hOll)
were first time attendees to a Matlovich ·
Society event, forced the meeting to be
moved from the thlrd floor of.the Portland
Public Library _to a larger room on the
ground floor. Credit must be given to the
Matlovich Society for organizing such an
important event and ensuring a smooth
presentation despite the unexpect~dly large
crowd.
The head of the Matlovich Society, Mr.
Ron McClinton, began the evening by
briefly outlining the Society's mission,
Chief Chit wood's carcer,and
finally,introducing him. Chitwood
attempted to break the ice by cracking a
joke about our favorite target, Jasper
Wyman. Although the intention may have

been good, making malicious jokes about
the sexuality of others, even if it is about
sheep, caused a nervous laughter to ripple
through the crowd. Since we are often the
targets of such negative humor, it
somehow seemed inappropriate for us to
use it against others. Our self-esteem
should not derive from the ridicule of
others.
After Chitwood's attempt at lightening
the mood,he told a humorous tale about a
"quick" trip to Maine in which he was
snowed in for several extra days with only
an extra pair of socks and underwear. It
. was this revelation that created a bond with
the audience and set the mood for the rest
of tl:ie evening.
In mid 1988, only months after Chief
Chitwood~s arrival, Portland police
received word of a planned demonstratiol)
by the-KKK in the Riverton district.
Apparently the KKK intended to
demonstrate outside the home of a black
family and Chitwood was equally intent on
putti'ng out the flames of such discontent.
Chitwood proudly admitted that during 'the
confrontation with the three hooded men,
he knowingly denied the men their civil
-rights and threateiled to arre·st them despite
the fact that no crime had been committed.
Although Chitwood succeeded in stopping
the demonstration, the denial of civil rights
to any person, no matter how despicable, is

not something Lo take lightly. We should
not gain our civil rights at the expense of
others. In no way should we consider civil
rights a scale in which we can take from
the right _side and give to the left in order to
obtain balance. Civil rights are an entity in
themselves and should be respected as
· such, not chipped away in order to fulfill
the self-righteousness of one individual. If
we condoi;ie such acti9n by.the present
Police CJ:iief, what happens if the next
Police Chief is Jasper Wyman? Scary
thought isn't it!
In ;ill_ fairne~s, the Chief.s intentions
were .most ,likely admira~le and·he : ·
undoubtedly tias-tJie public's welfare as a
pri~r\ty,, not-ci-vil rights. In af!Y event, the
demonstration in R,iverton was the Chief"s
first unexpected exposure to "Hate, ... the
way Maine could be... ".
Several months after this incident, a
nationwide recruiting drive on the behalf of
hate groups resulted in the emergence of
the "skin head" factor in Portland. Their
arrival and their subsequent criminal
activity provided the impetus-Chitwood
needed for the creation the Maine's first
and only bias crime task force. During the
conception of the task force, Chitwood
used the resources of police departments
nationwide, thus creating a task force that
has since attained national recognition.
For example, he contacted the San

Francisco and Boston Police Departments
for information about hate crimes against
gays and lesbians.
Once the Chief finished his explanation
, of the task force's creation, he introduced
the head of the Bias Crime·Task Force, Lt.
Mark Dion. luckily, Lt Dion skipped the
jokes and got right down to business I
defining what a bias/hate crime is. A
crime is classified a "bias crime" if the
victim is selected on the basis of race,
religion, sexual preference, etc. Even if the
incident does not constitute a ~ri.me per se,
it may -still be tracked by the 'task force as a
"Bias Incident". Distributing KKK leaflets
and verbal assaults are examples of a bias
incident.
Regrettably, Maine is not immune to
mass mailings and distribution of hate mail
and leaflets. In the last 21 months, groups
such as the "SS Action Group'.' left fliers in
the vicinity of Maine Medical Center.
Other groups such as the "Race Police"
and the "Northern Klansmen" have left
their mark on the neighborhoods
surrounding Munjoy Hill, the Old Port,
Monument Square, and Baxter Place.
When these leaflets were traced to their
origin, which was usually outside of the
greater Portland area, the local police
department would often be reluctant to
investigate on the behalf of the Portland
Police, which has no jurisdiction outside of
Portland.
continued on page 5
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·Letters -Dear

au; Paper Editorial Board:
Boo & Hiss
to Bates Curator Gardner

(Applause & Bravo to Ms. Gilfeather
and gang for accentuating the essence
of Mr. Indiana's art!!)

lr

Genetta Gardner appears to be a
goose. Her efforts to invalidate and
destroy the context and value of Bate's
Museum's exhibition is shallow and
completely "unartistic". Each work of
creativity stems from the inner flow of
intimacy that is welded within our frail
human existence. All world explorers
of the art realm can bear testimony
that art is of the substance of sensuality and sex. First, fire is provided the
senses by perhaps a mere vision, a
gentle caress or exquisite tasting of life.
These sensations are then translated by
some mystical processes of the soul
and mind. The experience is then
called ART!
This term is the means of· satis-

faction. Like sex, not always to the
satisfaction of the initiator. Like sex, it
floods the gates of perception with
dimension, hue, and excitement. And
not so unlike sex, it also is distorted by
the unappreciating into a gnarly
knotted glob. For the limited vision limits all it beholds. To judge what is
· :qnport.µi( and essential must be left to
'the 'individual critic. Once more the
American society lays prone to the "I
know what YOU want -- I know what
YOU like, and further, I know how
.YOU will receive it!" -- to limit the full
expression of individual creativity and
reception. How often have we been
subject to such repressive attitudes
even in our beds?!
Yes, Mr. Gardner, it is a terrible
a'nd reproachful thing to assume so
many would be so offended by Mr.
Indiana's sexual preference. Indeed, it
would have offered insight to the man's
ability and creative world.
Thank you for submitting your
• application as the Greek God Venus - who undo),lbtedly would have frowned

upon your passe homophobic
ramblings with the return of your
application of .authority. Venus would
only have one recourse Q( actio.n ... to
allow you to join the ranks 9f Green
Acres. Quack, Quack! ·
·
Respectfully submitted,
Bonnie and the GASPP Alliance
University of Maine/Farmington
Dear Editor:
Lisa Vaccaro is a saint. Her hard
work and dedication to the community
has resulted in a new and wonderful
place for lesbians to go out dancing on
Saturday night. It has been a long time
since we had a place to call our own.
Now we have one. Thank you Lisa.
Keep up the great work.
Sincerely,
Nancy A. Foss

_ Oops!
.
'
Below are the tabulated results of
the first section of Question #15: GayFriendly & Gay Unfriendly from the
survey that was included as a pull-out
section in the Maine in Pink Guide
and Map.

Gay-Friendly and Unfriendly
How would you describe your attitudes:
(responses = 88)
37 I boycott gay-unfriendly businesses
actively
70 I look for gay-friendly businesses and
spend $ there
29 I shop based on price and convenience
regardless
52 I correct those around me who use
prejudicial language
29 I ignore those around me who use

prejudicial language
69 My friends support the fact that I am
gay/lesbian
33 My family supports the fact that I am
gay/lesbian

Continue to watch this space for
other tabulations of our survey. Copies
of the Maine in Pink Guide and Map
may be obtained by caliing Our Paper
at 207-761-0733:

Subscribe.

HEART

Our Paper is your paper - Maine's
only gay and lesbian newspaper. A
ljull year ef Our Paper costs just $12
and will arrive hassle-free every month
in your mailbox in a plain, unmarked
envelope. Subscribe for yourself.
Subsmbe for a friend ,
Our Paper

UISfASE

P.O. Box 10744 Portland, ME 04104 .
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We're Making a Difference.

American Heart
Association
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The photos on page 3 (Meridith
Gilfeather and Donald Harward) and page
4 (Ron McClinton and Barney Frank) in
the October is~ue of Our Paper were
attributed to the wrong photographer.
Credit sliould go to Robert D' Amante.
Sorry, Robert!
A heartfelt apology also goes to Erica
Rand for changing the meaning of a
portion of her letter in last month's Our
Paper. In the line which reads ... Har'Jey's
feelings for the officer can be well
described by what we would not call
"being in love", the word "not" should be
deleted.
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'Editorial~-

Maini qayzette -MCLU and GLAD to File
Suit Against Christian
Civic League
I
Maine Civil Liberties Union
(MCLU) and Gay and Lesbian
Advocates and Defenders (GLAD)
have signed on as co-counsel lo
· intervene on behalf of the Maine
Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
(MLGPA) and other civil rights
organizations in Maine, in a suit
supporting the Secretary of State's
position · preventing the CCL from
circulating petitions that would put ·a
referendum contingency on all gay and
lesbian rights bills before the
legislature.
"Essentially the referendum
question , if passed, would require any
future civil rights legislation affecting
the lesbian and gay community passed
by the legislation to be put on the
ballot for approval at a general
election." says MLGPA President Ed
Shannon. "It would cast a pall upon
ANY subsequent civil rights legislation
because of the precedent it would set."
The Secretary of State, Bill
Diamond, as advised by the Attorney
General's office.· stated "...such an
initiative, if adopted, would be held
unconstitutional and accordingly void.
Therefore, I believe it would be
improper to .apptove . these . petit1on
forms for circulation."
Since this statement by Mr.
Diamond in early . August, Jasper
Wyman, of the League, has filed suit
against the Secretary of State.
For more information, contact
MLGPA at PO Box 232 in Hallowell,
Maine 04347.

this year's World AIDS Day is
."Sharing the Challenge," an invitation
for everyone to JOlil in the
compassionate s~pport of those affected by HIV/AIDS and in the worldwide fight against the . disease: For
more information, call your local AIDS
service organization or the Maine
AIDS Alliance at 621-2924.

.Announcements
I
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.Anniversaries
Celebrations
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Passages

AIDS Activists Call
Maine Med's Clinic
A Step Sideways
PORTLAND - Activists in Maine
learned that the so-called AIDS
CLINIC'; being publicized . by Maine
Med is, in fact, the · same Adult
Medical Clinic where AIDS patients
are currently being treated.
According to Maine Med's "new"
plan, AIDS patients will still have to
get their primary care at the already ·
existing clinic that is . staffed by
inexperienced •~e1:lic-al..i eside_nt's. Both
patients and ac.:ivists have made it

clear to the hospital administration
that the clinic's · overburdened,
inexperienced staff is not qualified to
meet the growing needs of the AIDS
community. Maine Medical Center's
plan does nothing to address the
problem · people with AIDS have in
getting experienced primary care
physicians to treat them. Maine Med's
plans DO NOT include providing
either a clinic space for people with
AIDS of full-time qualified physicians
to treat them.
AIDS activists are cautioning
people within the AIDS community to
be aware that Maine Med officials are
promoting services that fall far short of
even resembling an AIDS clinic. ACT
UP /Maine has been pressuring the
medical community to develop a clinic
to specifically treat people with AIDS
and HIV for over a year.

World AIDS Day
December 1, 1991

Dance for Outright

World AIDS Day will be
commemorated around the state on
Sunday, December 1, 1991. Schools
and businesses will observe the day on
Monday, December 2nd. The theme of

Portland's Lesbian, Gay, and
Bisexual youth will hold a dance party
on Saturday, November 16 from 6:309:30 to benefit Outright at Zoots, 31
Forest Avenue in Portland. All ages
welcome. $4 cover (more if you can).

Gay men and womyn have long gone without an
opportunity to honor their transitions and celebrations in a
public manner.
Portland Press Herald's homophobic refusal to
print the name of a significant other in an obituary notice is
more than appalling -- it is frighteningly typical.
The opportunity to list our happenings as we see
fit should not be regulated by homophobic conventions. We
invite you to remember those events that might have previously
gone unmentioned; _those experiences where we celebrate .anq ,
remembeF the, special signifi0ances that i;n~ke our: live:;
~ ,
memorable -- the am:iiversaries and announcements of births,
deaths, engagements, weddings, coming outs, graduations,
military distinction, promotions, etc.
·
We invite you to honor your moment in. a public
and proud way. Families and friends can send information to
Announcements, c/o Our Paper.
TG
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Steppin' Out Dance Party!
Trail in Cocktail Hour
7:00toS:00
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Complementary Hors d'ouvres

Dance Lesson at 8:00 pm
Dancing 9 ti/' late

Thank you for supporting
OUR Advertisers.

This Month

• "Two Steppin"
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Operation Desert Shame
7he 'fllailomch Sodety ,
Since Operation Desert Storm, over one
thousand gay and lesbian soldiers have
been ousted from military service. The
same pentagon that has since discharged
them honorably and dishonorably suspended most investigations of lesbian and
gay military personnel during Operation
Desert Storm. Why? Because those individuals were needed on the front lines.
Some gay and lesbian soldiers were even
told that once the fighting was over, they
would be discharged. Assuming they made
it back -alive.
Monday, November 11 , 1991 is Veterans
Day.
ln a letter to the Secretary of the Navy, a
special committee asked for military consideration due to "the close and intimate
conditions oflife aboard ship, the necessity
for the highest possible degree of unity and
esprit-de-corps, and the requirements of
m_orale." The year was 1941. That special
committee was not trying to eliminate gays
and lesbians, but blacks from military service. The same-argument, however, has been
applied to women, lesbians, and gays. What
makes gay and lesbian military personnel
so threatening? The Department of Pefense simply says that "homosexuality is
incompatible with military service." Gays
and lesbians pose a threat to security,
weaken discipline, discourage heterosexuals from enlisting, and jeopardize the chain
of command. Lesbians endure even more
'scrutiny and harassment as the military has
. never truly accepted the'inclusion ofwomen
into the service.
100,000 to 200,000 members of tlie
armed forces estimated 2,00(i),000 members are either lesbian, gay, 1or bisexual
according to Allan Berube,1 author of
Comjng Out Under Fire. So far, national
security has not collapsed. What about
other countries? Britain is taking another
look at its military ban of gays and lesbians.
One parliamentary committee recommended dropping the ban as it has caused
"the loss to the services of some men and
women of undoubted competence and good
character." France has no laws forbidding
gays @d lesbians from enlisting. Being
gay or lesbian is no grounds for punish, ment or discharge in Japan, either, unless
the soldier' s performance is impaired, or
the dignity of the military is not maintained. South African policy shows psychiatric exams administered to "flagrantly

legal costs, and a supreme court that may
simply not bother to listen to their appeals.
Two years ago a preliminary study of
pentagon practices found the anti-gay policy to be irrational, and technically flawed
for exceeding its authority. The same study
found gay soldiers less likely to drink, take
drugs, or have disciplinary problems. The
study never went any further.
But wha:t about the occasional victory?
Sergeant Perry J. Watkins, drafted in 1967
despite his avowed homosexuality, continued to re-enlist for 14 years. After 14 years
of service, he was discharged for being a
homosexual. He took his ca_se to the courts
and actually won. The arnfy was found to
have "affirmatively misrepresented" itself
in allowing Sergeant Watkins to continue
in the service. Supreme court justices even
refused a request by the Bush administration to overturn the earlier ruling, "in light
of Mr. Watkins multiple re-enlistments
and exceptionally outstanding military
record." Sergeant Watkins did re-enlist.
He is eligible for a retirement pension
following 20 years of.service. The key is to
loudly proclaim homosexuality from day_
one, and hope that th~ army, navy, marines
or air force turns a deaf ear.

homosexual" recruits, who may later be
dismissed. Otherwise, draftees are not
questioned about their sexual orienta_tion.
Being gay in the Soviet Union - whether
enlisted or civilian - results jn the deprivation of freedom for a term not exceeding
five years, according to Article 121 of the
Soviet Criminal Code. Strangely, the wording concerns itself with the sexual relations
of a man with_another man. Nothing·is said
about woinen. ' '
·
·
The United States offers honorable
disch'arges, dishonorable discharges, and
imprisonment for roughly I ;400 lesbian
and gay soldiers accused every year of
· violating Departmental Directive Number
1332.14. But how do they find out? The
lengths to which pentagon inyestigators go
are impressive. One lesbian major at Fort
Sheridan was investigated. to determine
whether she had appeared behind. a screen
on a New York talk ~how. The Federal
Aviation Administration, two airlines, a
limousine service, and hotel staff were all
rounded up for questioning. Other lesbians
and gays are picked up in regular bar raids,
or simply taken in for having associated
with homosexuals ._Interrogations have
included physical abuse; handcuffs and
bright lights shone in the eyes; threats of
public or parental exposure; verbal abuse;
humiliation; and threats. Pentagon investigators commonly tell those under questioning that they have already been identified by someone else - so that they might as
well talk. They also make the effort to
gather names.
In some cases, there is no interrogation.
An army reservist trained for deployment
to the Persian Gulf sent her commanders at
Fort Ord a letter stating that she wished to
be deployed "as an open lesbian with dignity." She received an honorable discharge.
A marine sergeant who testified in 1988
that a lesbian colleague "did a fine job"
found herself reassigned with a$ 220 cut in
lier monthly salary and a negative report in
her file, stating that her "judgement was
questionable." The person placing the
negative report had reported three months
earlier that she was "dedicated, polished,
professional, and dependable." Another
sergeant who testified received reassignment as well. The sergeant accused pleaded
guilty. She ended up with a demotion to
private, a year in prison, and a dishonorable discharge. There are thousands of
similar stories. Soldiers looking to take
their violated rights to the courts find themselves tied up in lengthy delays, mounting

Some Thoughts
As another Ve_teran's Day qui·ckly
approaches, I am once again bracing
myself for yet another dose of ''Patriotism 1
ad nauseum'l, with Desert Storm .as a
complementary side dish. Being both a
veteran and a lesbian, not to mention a
feminist, pacifist, etc., I find this annual
display of military "glory" quite disturbing.
The scene this year will merely be an
updated version of the spectacle a century
ago. Beer-bellied old men wearing tootight uniforms marching out of step to the
·sound of war drums as the mesmerized
crowd worships the national emblem ... or is
that the national idol? Friends and
relatives will gather on the hillside to
scream shouts of suppor.t for their loved
ones. Mom will cry, of course, and Dad,
well, he'll be swilling his beer and telling
war stories dating back to the time before
there were gay people. Of course, Dad is
sure that there were no "gay" people in his
unit.
continued on page 9
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0ur Paper Receives Award
The Matlovich Soci,ety present~d
three Gay Community Service Awards
at the Greater Issues Lecture that
featured Human Rights Campaign
Fund Director Tim Mcfeeley. The
recipients were Our Paper, Casco Bay
' Weekly, and the ~ponsors of LD430:
Senators Gerry Conley and Barbara
Gill; Representatives Bill O'Geara·and·
Pat Stevens.
Our Paper was selected for its
continued dedicated efforts at keeping
the gay and lesbian community
informed
and
entertained
with
information pertammg to Maine,
despite a shoestring budget and an
overworked volunteer staff.
Casco Bay Weekly was selected for
their pro-gay, pro-women's, AIDS
activist ·stance-a mainstream
alternative to the Press Herald.
The legislators were selected · for
the award as a result of their cosponsorship of the most recent civil
rights initiative in Maine.
Tim McF,e.e.1-e~ spoke to the
capacity crowd -at - the Portland
Museum of Art about the benefits of
political collaboration and coalitionbuilding. At times humorous, at Limes
serious in his delivery, Mcfeeley used
a down-home approach to deliver his
message of" ... though things are bad,
they are getting better"!

Festival Wants Your Body
Out an_d Out Productions,
producer of the Maine Gay and
Lesbian Film Festival is holdi~g open
production meetings at 6:45pm on
. November 12 and 26 at Raffles
Bookstore, 555 Congress St. m
Portland. Call 828-4714.

Film Festival Benefit
Get Down and Out Benefit for the
Maine Gay and Lesbian Film Festival
at Wherehouse, 29 Forest Ave. in
Portland on November 21. Doors open
at 9:00pm. Tickets sold at the door.
For more information, call 828-4714.

SUPPORT THOSE WHO SUPPORT US
,
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37 Zions Hill
·· Dexter. ME 04930
207-924-3130
01,31,5
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State Worker Caucus
to be Organized
. MAINE - A group of state
workers are in the · process of
organizing a Lesbian, Bisexual, and
Gay caucus for state employees. If you
are a state employee and have
experienced job-related discrimination
or harassment because of your sexual
orientation, the group would be very
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conti1111edfrom page 4
interested in hearing from you. Please
contact Sharon Sandstrum at 626-0145
or Ellie Goldberg at 763-3838. (Look
for an informa tional table at the
MSEA convention, November 15-16,
H oliday Inn by the Bay, Portland!)

Activists Leave
Messages of Disgust
AUGUSTA; PORTLAND - At
5:30 a.m . on the morning of O ctober
11, a group of activists from ACT
UP /Maine targeted both the medical
community in Portland and state
officials in Augusta for their neglect
and mishandling of efforts to develops
an AIDS Resource Center in M aine.
The AIDS activists are frustrated and
disgusted with Maine Medical officials
and government leaders who refuse to
respond to the crisis in care for people
with AIDS in Maine and who
continually block efforts to establish an
AIDS Resource Center with their
political in-fighting and shameless lack
of compassion. The activists left the
message, "PEOPLE WITH AlDS
ARE DYING FOR TREATMENT"
and bloody handprints emblazoned on
-the doorsteps of the Maine Medical
Center, Portland; Department of
Human Services, Augusta; The Blaine
House, Augusta; and The State House,
Augusta.
.,;_

MLGPA Working for
National Gay Rights Bill
The Mair,e Lesbia11/Gay Political
Alliance has launched a campaign in
cooperation with the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force, the Human
Rights Campaign Fund, and Parents
and Friends of Gays and Lesbians to
get all members of the M a ine
delegation to sign onto the federal Gay
Civil Rights bill. To date, only M aine
Congressman Tom · Andrews has
signed on as a co-sponsor.
"We urge you to write or call your
State R epresentative and State Senator
to urge them to sign on as cosponsors" suggested Ed Shannon,
MLGPA Board President.
Contact them at:
• Senator G eorge Mitche ll
207-874-0833
• Senator William Cohen
207-622-8414
•
Con g r ess wom a n Ol ympi a
Snowe
1-800-432-1599
•
Congressman Tom A ndrews
1-800-445-4092

CHITWOOD
continued from page I
In one such incident, Lt. Dion met with
the Grand Dragon of the Ku Klux Klan in
Mechanic Falls. After knocking on the
door and identifying himself as a Portland
Police officer, he quickly informed the
rand Dragon that he had no jurisdiction
in Mechanic Falls, which is in effect, a
refuge. After discussing the leaflet
problem with the Grand Dragon, the
dragon admitted that the Klan was finished
with Portland anyway and that they
intended to move on to greener pastures, ...
LEWISTON! Ironically, the Portland
Police Department is working with
· Lewiston and other Maine cities to set up
other task forces and to help them deal
with the problem.
Another facet to Lt. Dion's leadership
is his personal experience with a bias
assault. Lt. Dion described in great detail
how during a stakeout on the western
promenade, three youths "perceived" him
to be a homosexual sitting on a park bench.
Apparently the youths used vicious verbal
assaults to humiliate Lt. Dion and then
committed the incredible error of
physically assaulting him and haviqg the
wrath of the Portland Police Department
descend upon them like a bad drt>;im
Although Lt. Dion may have experienced
our fear, he undoubtedly felt assured that
.
al)y assault would be short-lived.
Unfortunately, reality docs not afford us
such a luxury. The reality of (?Ur Jives is
that when we are assaulted, we consider
ourselves' lucky to c:;cape with our livcs ...we have no white knights to rescue
us. For christ sake, as if it weren't
dangerous enough being a woman iri this

.

society, but Lesbian as well, ...Thelma and
Louise, where arc you?
Although violence against women is
well documented, it is not considered to be
a hate crime (why the hell not?).
Therefore, Portland's gay men are
considered to receive the brunt of
Portland's intolerance and abuse, ...at least
according to statistics. In the past 21
months there have been 51 reported
incidents qf hate ~ri,mes. Of that, 28 were
based upon sexual orientation and the
majority of those were against gay men .
It doesn't take a rocket scientist to
realize that those numbers are abs urdly
low! Just like statistics involving domestic
violence and rape, only a small percentage
of cases are actually reported. In the case
of gay bashing, the victim may not be
"out" and does not want to reveal the secret
to the police. In many ins_tances, the
charges are abruptly dropped to avoid
potential press coverage.
Of major concern to Lt. Dion is the
recent two-thirds drop in reported hate
crimes and incidence. Although it would
be nice to fantasize about a "kinder,
gentler" Portland, we all know that it's not
in the foreseeable future. Perhaps the
reason for the drop lies in the highly
publicized police crackdown in Deering
Oaks and the Western Prom. It is vf!ry
possible that the gay community now
considers the Portland Police Department
to be our adversary rather than our
protective ally, therefore resulting in a
dramatic drop in hate crime reports.
Whatever the reason for the drop in
reported cases, we can not allow it to -

continue: Those statistics arc vital to
convincing both the State Legislature and
the U.S. Congress that stiffer penalties are
needed. to deter the proliferation of these
crimes and reflect our society's intolerance
of bigotry. We need to scream not only
during the attack, but afterwards as well . If
you have been the victim of a bias crime,
you should indicate to the police officer
taking the report that the perpetrator was
screaming "KILL THE FAGGOT!!" as he
assaulted you. Chief Chitwood indicated
that his officers are trained to spot the
occurrence of hate crimes and all officers
are subjected to a specific training session
at the Police Academy concerning this
issue. The officer should recognize the
special attention that the case deserves and ·
forward the information to the Bias Crime
Task Force. Victims can also petition local
organizations to insist that the Task Force
investigate the crime as a "hate crime". As
a last resort, Lt. Dion or Chief Chitwood
can be contacted personally if there is a
problem getting a legitimate claim
addressed.
If there was any underlying message in
the whole evening, it was the need for
communication and trust. We can not
expect to win every battle and if we win
only 6 out of 10, we're making progress.
We need to speak out and speak loudly if
our message is ever to be heard. As long
as the Portland Police Department is
willing to try, we should give them the
opportunity to prosecute the "Hitler youth"
and rid Portland of this menace. God 0nly
knows it benefits us more than any other
group. If WE don't speak up, who will?

r.---------------~
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'lneStraigfit and'Xf,,rrow by :J{o{[y o/afero
"Reality Toy_
s R Us"
Lights 'n Lace Barbi. Baby Sitter Skipper with Courtney. Magic Bottle Baby. My
Little Twins. Quints. Wedding Day Midge.
Polly Pocket. A typical Saturday morning
sampling of co°'mercials. In less than tei:i
minutes, I had been programmed to not
only take care of one baby, but in some
cases two, three, even five! Some infants
cried when separated from each other.
Others suffered traumatic fits of rage when
deprived of a pacifier. Others came in such
overwhelming numbers that you could
forget about ever getting a momei:it ' s peace.
Every commercial c_ame complete with
a handful of little girls happy to place their
own identities upon a shelf for the opportunity to work in a·vinyl day care factory.
Some emotionally distraught toys made up
in friends what they lacked in siblings.
Polly Pocket's fold-up, compartmentalized
world of look-alike friends smacks of a
multiple personality disorder. Or schizophrenia. The only way to _tell most of these
female figures apart is by their taste in
fashion, or the color of their clothes (when
dressed identically), or by their cries for
help. ·
The older dolls offer a smorgasbord of
codependency. Wedding Day Midge has
an alter ego that can be ·summoned by
removing her wedding dress.•Cringing, i:
w~tched two bright-eyed little girls in the
commercial gleefully rip her dress away,
transforming Midge into a woman wearing
, a risque honeymoon outfit. Baby Sitter
Skipper suffers from chronic depressions,
putting Courtney to bed, and then tuning
out the world (and Courtney's potential
cries for help, burglars, fire, etc.) by plugging into a walkman radio. Lights 'n Lace
Barbi is perhaps the most desperate of the
new season. When the lights go out, she
becomes a veritable Christmas tree of activity. Just to get some attention.
A look of confusion, the remote control
in my limp hand. My Kenmai oat bran
wasn't even soggy. Who came up with these dreadful toys? Do girls really like
these dolls?
A casual analysis of the toy market,
including a trip to TOYS R US, left me
outraged and depressed. The majority· of
girl toys are female doll characters. Infants
abound. Some .are incontinent, others dehydrated, starving, or in a state of personal
crisis. I could just picture millions of heterosexual girls preparing for lives as singleparents; feeding, changing, and pacifying
the next plastic generation. A pink world in
which little boys remained mysteriously
absent. i have yet to see one commercial
featuring a little boy in training for parenthood, changing a diaper.
Once a girl has outgrown the infant

variety, dolls become svelte, ultra-attract_ive models. These dolls devote I00% of
their waking energies to make-up, clothing, and boy dolls, and usually come with
. some interesting make-up quirk or fashion
trick . Ultramarine blue eye shadow that is
activated by holding her head under- water.
A do-all outfit that goes from swim suit to
wedding dress with the help ofvelcro tidbits and sequins. Boy toys did things. They
vroomed, m_oved, flew, jumped, rolled,
and took life by the reigns. Girl toys were ·
attractive, over-medicated zombies that
allowed their hair to be brushed , make-up
corrected, or clothes changed. Without
saying a word.
When I was a little girl, I used to wonder why women made a daily practice of
applyinR_m.ake-up, false eyelashes, wigs,
falsies, e,tc.just to appear in public. As if an
unpainted woman were the equivalent of
an unpainted canvas . . Having no value.
Having no worth. Having no soul. Men
simply hacked off an overnight growth of
facial hair and hit the road as philosophers,
movers, and shakers. Women forced themselves into vice-like shoes and restrictive
· outfits, while men gained entry to the highest echelons of society by knotting a cloth
'round the neck. Every woman complained
about the cost of maintaining, upgrading,
and correcting her appearance. Every
woman did it just the same. Passing the
torch, flaming end first, to their daughters
so that they could warm up for the rat-race
to come.
It's enough to make you want to skip
the lip liner in protest! .
The holiday season is officially here
(now that we've passed the Fourth of July)
and Reality Toys R Us has ·made a few
additions to its 199 l catalog following
intensive research within the women's
. community. Order forms may be obtained
from your local distributor, in the yellow
pages. This year we offer:

CROSS-DRESSING _
KEN
Pull the pants from the tuxedo and Ken
is ready to dance the night away in black
sequined miniskirt. Remove the jacket and
shoes to complete the look w'ith matching
black lace top and spiked heels. When
Barbi knocks at the door, it's just one-twothree to get his shit back together. CrossDressing Ken comes complete with false
eyelashes, brief case/make-up case combo,
and a $25 gift certificate for estrogen therapy.
BONDAGE BARBI
By day she's a nuclear physicist, by
night Mistress of Hell , S&M Queen for a
day! Lab coat e)l.changes for leather attire
with real working zippers and handcuffs._
Scientific stuff corries in handy for daytime ·
frien<;ls and night-time lovers . Bolt cutters
not included. Bondage Barbi comes with
Mas~chistic Midge, or Cross-Dressing Ken
in a gift set.
SEPARATIST SKIPPER
Magnetically charged to repel Ken,
Separatist Skipper's piercing siren goes off
whenever she is touched by a boy. Unique
DNA-Scanner reads male skin cell patterns. Siren sounds for a full five minutes
before Skipper self-destructs. Children
under 17 are encouraged to play only with
strict parental supervision! Separatist Skipper comes with a subscription to Ms.
magazine, extra batteries, and a couple of
valium.

B.I. JOE
This bisexual, combat-ready soldier will
create a real desert storm of activity under
• the Christmas tree. Cleared for combat
duty, he still keeps his sleeves rolled down
when around Arab and Iraqi extremists.
Comes with his own fox hole and an honorable discharge, assuming he gets back
alive. Also available are military friends
Major Maureen and Colonel Christopher.
B.I. JANE, Naval Academy Graduate also
available.
BINGE 'N PURGE BARBI
Latest in the Feminist Barbi series,
Binge 'N Purge Barbi comes with a two:

I

i

AMADEUS MUSIC
332 Fore Street
,
PortlaJld, Maine 041 ()1
207-772-841 o

0

way mirror, plastifood, and the phone
number of a loe:,al eating oisorders clinic.
Barbi's lnflatotech™ Stomach expands as
she over indulges, collapses as she blows
lunch. All controlled by a lever in the back.
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FARMINGTON - The Gay and
Straight People's Political Alliance of
the University of Maine at Farmington
is proposing · the creation of a Maine
AIDS Memorial Project. This would
be a community-based collaborative
effort, a nd would be another bridge
connecting tqe les bigay and
heterosexual communities.
The national Names Project Quill
was one approach to create an a rtistic
expression of the loss created by this
epidemic. The Quill, however, is
fragile and often difficult to display.
GASPPA will be requesting
proposals for this project.
Proposals should include a
description of materials lo be used,
approximate size, weight, and estimated cost for construction. A sketch
suggesting its finished appearance
should be included.
A panel of judges will select the
winning proposal, and a prize of $50
will. be •awarded to the first place
wmner.

Matlovich Society
Signs Lease
The Matlovich
Society has
announced the signing of a lease for
their new office space at 72 Pine Street
in Portland. The Society plans to use
the f p<\_.ce to offer on-going mini
courses on the alternate Thursdays of
their regular meetings, for board
meetings, for a .-tending . library of
lesbian, gay, and women's literature,
and for use by other groups as

scheduling permits.
"The hope •is to everitually be open
regularly as a safe drop-in space for
gay .and lesbian people." says Society
Director Ron MacClinton.
The
Society needs · donations of
gay /-lesbian/women's books; call 773_4444 for ·arrangements.

Gay Mens
Support Group Formed

There are no small
victories in tre fight
against heart disease.
American Heart
Association

/\

(207) -1-12-7061

llMHS '

!!========== (;J, OUJ.·\ .'i. /\Hf;U ,MA:V
MAIN/,; HO .W E Sf-AHC/1, l.'\'C.

BUYING? SELLING? DREAMING?

· uncommon records, tapes,-&; C.D.'s

UMF Alliance Plans
AIDS Memorial Project

-PersCin to Person Real Estate Visits to Your
Home Anywhere in Maine to Discuss
Your Real Estate Needs.

AUGUSTA/WATERVILLE: A gay
mens support group has recently been
formed in the Augusta/ Waterville
area and meets Tuesday nights from
6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. We need
volunteers to help make planned fund
raisers and other events happen. Call
873-4301 for details and directions.

l\{o Criminal Complaints
Filed Against ACT UP
Eight people arrested on
September 3, the day President Bush
visited Lewiston High School, were
notified by a letter dated Octobe r 4
that District Attorney Janet Mills
would not be filing charges against
them. Upon their release from the
Androscoggin County Jail, the eight
were given an arraignment date of
October 9.
The eight were arrested near the
Lewiston High School on its first day
of classes where President Bush was

p

speaking to the first year students
about education. The Bates College
students were protesting education
budget cuts; the ACT UP /M aine
members were providing AIDS
education pamphlets and condoms to
the high school students.
On the morning of the President's
address, Lewiston police restricted the
moveme nt of people "identified" as
protesters, or those associating with
identified protestors, while allowing
free movement to all others.
The eight ' also intend to file
complaints with the Attorney G eneral's
Office, the Androscoggin County
Sheriffs Department, and the Secret
Service regarding brutality by the
Androscoggin
County Sheriff's
Department while being held in the
County J ail.

Shake the
Supermarket Habit

· Members of ACT UP /Maine
traveled to W ashington, DC in late
September for the second annu al
AIDS Treatment Activist Conference.
The ATAC II conference bro ught
AIDS activists from around the
country together fo r three days of
strategy sessions designed to help
identify and develop future plans
around AIDS issues.
The conference was followed by
two nationally organized demonstrations. On Monday, Se ptember 30th,
over 600 activists marched on the
White House to demand leadership
from George Bush and a national plan
regarding the AIDS crisis. Of course,
George was away. More than 90
demonstrators were arrested after
chaining themselves to the White
House fence. Activists marched on the
Capitol on Tuesday to demand a
Universal Health Care system for
everyone in the U.S. More than 70
demonstrators were arrested after
taking their message inside the
Capitol.

R

Members of the Northern Lambda
Nord have formed a planning committee
for the Maine Lesbian and Gaymen's
Symposium XIX, the state's annual
conference. Meetings are sch~uled for
the third Sunday of each ·month. All
interested persons are encouraged to
attend.

Fresh Vegetables,
Fruit, Herbs and
Much More

The Symposium, Maine's 19th
gathering, will be held over the Memorial
Day weekend, May 22-25, 1992, at the
campus of the University of Maine at
Presque Isle. This is the third time the
conference has been held in Aroostook
County. Until 1986, Symposium rotated
annually between the Orono/Bangor and
Portland/Gorham campuses of the
University of Maine. At _those two venues
the local gay-lesbian student groups
sponsored the conference: The WildeStein Club at Orono, which initiated the
Symposium, and the Gay-Lesbian Alliance
at the University of Southern Maine's
Portland and Gorham campuses.

We're Working For
Change...
You Can Make it
Happen!

· Maine Lesbian / Gay
Political Alliance
P.O. Box 232
Hallowell, ME 04347

ACT UP /Maine
Fights Back
Fights AIDS

p I

SYMPOSIUM XIX - MAY 22-25

ACT UP /Maine to hold
Teach-in on AIDS
Issues
On Saturday, November 23rd, ACT
UP /Maine will hold a day-long teachin on AIDS issues in Portland at
Williston-West Church, 32 Thom as
Street. The teach-in will cover topics
such as AIDS Clinical Trials, Wom en's
Treatment Issues, Drug Development
and Approval, Needle Exchange, AIDS
Activism 101, and more. $5 Donation.
Call ACT UP /Maine at 774-7224 or
774-5082.
I Everyone is irelcome to join our
weekly Monday night meetings at 7pm
at our new wheelchair accessible
location at 72 Pine St. in Portland.
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Northern Lambda Nord's sponsorship
in 1986 set a new standard for the event.
As in previous years, Symposium was held
on a University of Maine campus. But in
Presque Isle it was hosted by a non-student
organization. It was also scheduled for a
three-day 9oliday weekend rath,er than a
two-day weekend in order to allow for
travel time to and from northern Maine.
Some traditions were continued: holding
all plenary sessions, workshops, films, and
the dance on the campus. But some things
underwent changes. Housing at Orono and
Portland was ·always provided by local
people who offered Symposium
participants extra beds, couches and floor
space in their homes. In Presque Isle that
was not possible, there wasn't enough floor
space in the few homes available to house
the 135 people in attendance. So all
conference-goers stayed in a dormitory on
campus. A meal plan was provided so
most people ate in the campus dining hall.
This created a real sense of community, a
lesbian and gay college for three days.
There was plenty of informal social time to
meet and get to know a lot of new friends.
Subsequent Symposia have continued
offering on-campus housing and meals.

of several groups to provide Saturday night
entertainment before the dance: The
Flirtations, an a capella gay male singing
group; Lucy Blue Tremblay, Olivia
Records recording artist from Montreal;
and Funny Gay Males, three comics. Cost
is an important factor. Lambda is applying
for a grant of nearly $9000 to help finance
Symposium, which has an entire budget of
over $23,000. The committee needs more
suggestions for entertainment. At
Symposium XVI in Presque Isle, "Ten
Percent Review", a gay and lesbian cabaret
group, was excellent. It's hoped that next
year's entertainment will be as good.
The committee has already arranged for
two keynote speakers: Anne Bishop,
activist from Halifax, and David Scondras,
openly-gay member of the Boston City
Council. Suggestions are needed for
workshop topics. If you've never attended
the Maine Symposium, that doesn't matter.
More help is needed to plan this event.
· Attendance for Symposium XIX is forecast
at 150-175. If the two previous Presque
. Isle conferences are a guide, registrants
will be 50-50 men-women, and 40%
Canadian/60% American.

If anyone has any ideas about
entertainment, workshop topics, or any
other a~pect of a conference, or would like
to get involved, be at the next Symposium
planning meeting, October 20th, 2pm
·
(Maine time) at the Phoneline office in
Caribou.

P01TERY CLASSES

STUDIO

132
Come
play in
the
clay as
we -·

pinch,
slab
and
throw.

Presque Isle was again the site of the
1989 Symposium and will repeat that role
in 1992. Plans for Symposium XIX
include the second annual Symposium LipSync Contest, a possible mixed doubles
tennis tournament, and live entertainment.
The planning committee is considering one

..

•Beginning & Advanced
• Children's Classes
•Weekend Workshops
• Kiln & Studio Rental

772-4334
132 Washington Ave.,Portland

ELIOIT CHERRY
~AGETIIERAPY
• Stress Management

\t!t!i\~:{i}t~?~-\(~:'.' ;

• Injuries
• Body awareness/acceptance

GIFTS AND WRAP
144 HIGH STREET
PORTLAND 773-5547

772-2442
158 Danforth Street
Portland
AM'li\ Member

Adults, children
Infants, pre-natal
PWAs welcome
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but was : ptille'd from: the . air by
everyone of Maine's public T\.f
stations. "Llsing poetry, perso11al
testimony, rap, and performance (they)
have made a film that captures both
the difficulties and the exultation of life
for Black gay men. (at Railroad Square
Cinema - Nov. 5-7, 6:45 pm only)

3) Johanna D'Arc of Mongolia Dubbed a female Lawrence of Arabia,
this is an epic adventure t, ;;cing a
fantastic encounter betwee:, two
different worlds through the eyes of
seven women travelers. Winner of the
Montreal Women's Film Festival's
Audience Prize. Playing now at D.C.'s
Gay Film Festival to rave reviews.
Montreal Gazette called it "Visually
spectacular and immensely charming'.
(at Railroad Square Cinema - Nov. 2628 at 6:45 pm only).

Maine AIDS Alliance
"Wish List"
The Maine AIDS Alliance has
opened a new offic-:: in Augusta and
need the following items: file cabinet
(preferably with a lock and key),
vacuum cleaner, floor lamps, book
cases or book shelves, wall clock,
comfortable chairs (not office chairs),
end ·tables or low tables, printer stand,
fan, desk lamps, bulletin board, scatter
rugs, small couch or sofa, compute.r
table electric typewriter, space heater.
Call their office at 207-6212924 to arrange pickup or delivery.

Merrymeeting AIDS
"Wish List"
Merrymeeting AIDS Support
Services has moved its office to Nine
Lincoln Street in Brunswick. With this
move, MASS is looking for additional
office furniture. Ideally, they would
like three matching desks, a copier
stand, four rolling office chairs, two
four-drawer file cabinets, a quality
typewriter, five desk iamps, one small
desk, twelve folding chairs, and a
movable TV /VCR stand. Anyone who
could help MASS find these items or
would like to donate them, please call
Brian Allen at 725-4955.

And Our Paper's List
We need: an electrician to hang a
10 foot light in our office; a Macintosh
computer system; and any cash
contribution so we can one d<1y pay
our contributors and dedicated
volunteers. Contact Tim Grover at

Some Thoughts

•

continuedfrompage 4

If you look hard enough, you may see
me at the parade tOi:>. Of-course, I won't be
marching in the parade ...that wouldn't be
allowed. Perhaps I'll have a tear hi my eye
as I remember the fear-inspired comraderie
that created bonds comparable to love. I
can still r_~ all the pride I once felt when I
wore my dress uniform or heard the Star
Spangled Banner. I was proud of who I
was and what I had accomplished. That
was yesterday....
I'm no longer sure if I am proud
anymore. Should I be proud of being
dishonest to myself, my friends, an4 my
nation? As a token of gratitude from this
straight nation for remaining "silent", I
received an ironic award - an "honorable"
discharge. To have had courage, integrity,
and honesty would have brought me the
nation's most common scarlet letter - a
"dishonorable" discharge. Now, maybe
it's me, but there is definitely something
wrong with this picture. I risked my life to
assist in the defense of a system that
oppresses me.
I wonder if I were honest with them
now, would they let me march in their
parade? Would they open their arms to me
and recognize my contribution or would
·my sexual preference negate any great
. things I may have done? Then again, do I
once again want to be a member of my
oppressor's army? ..
Oh well, my mind is turning to jell .
contemplating all this and perhaps it would
be best if t sett1ed the issue next year...or
the year after. ...

commander. Three days later, I received a
letter "disenrolling" me from •the ROTC
program. I contacted the Maine Civil
Liberties Union and 'they agreed to take my
case. During the course of this litigation, I
was· required to have a psychological
evaluation· either voluntarily or' by court
order. I immediately agreed to be
evaluated voluntarily as I had nothing to
hide. Ironically, , the date for the
appointment was November 11th,
Veteran's Day. My captain and I travelled
to the Bangor Mental Health. Insitute that
day with him in his uniform - and me in
mine. Even though they were trying to
kick me out of ROTC, they couldn't take
away my status as an honorably discharged
veteran and I was authorized to wear my
uniform on that day. (The psychiatrist
pronounced me sane and well-adjusted.)
Although my case was eventually
dismissed, I'm glad I had the chance to
stand up for my rights - and for the rights
of all lesbians and gay men who have

serveq or are sti,11 serving our country in
the armed forces: ,Even though I'm proud
of being a veteran ;,•! won't celebrate
Veteran's Day until the country recognizes
the contribution of its gay and lesbian
citizens.
Diane Matthews

COSMIC RELIEF AWAITS
IN OUR ORBIT!
SPICY, SPACEY
HIGH TECH DINING

Brittany Jasmine Fortin

Veteran's Day doesn't usually mean
much to me. It's just another inconvenient
holiday when the banks are closed and my
mail doesn't get delivered. This may seem
like a strange attitude for a veteran to have,
but the government' has made it clear that
Veteran's Day is not meant to honor me
because I am also a lesbian. I served
almost four years of active service and left
the military to obt~in a college µegcee
(with the help of GI Bill benefits). While
at school, I joined ROTC with the intention
of becoming an ~fficer in the Reserves.
During my first few months of ROTC, I
made the decision to come out to my

daily dinner and appetizer
specials
random grazing for herbivores
vegetarian meals in a bowl
whole rock stock pot
galaxy pizzeria
beam in and join our
stellar staff for an
enterprisingly good time
visa/me
open daily 5 p.m. • 1 a.m.; closed mondays
27 forest ave portland maine usa

828-0112
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To submit calendar information, please
send information to:
.Our Paper
Heather Alexander, Calendar·Coordinator

November
University df·Maine, Orono presents a
talk by Saundra Gardner entitled
"Sexoal taentity ang;M'enfal Health: A Comparison of Lesbian aoo,Bi-Sexual
Women."·Of particular i terest is how
the coming out process and int~ration
into a-,tesbian community atr,ets-mental health. If and how race affects these
dynamics will also be explored 12:15
to 1:30, Bangor Lo
. -f~ ·ore information call 58 1-1 28.

PO Box 10744

Portland, ME 04104
.. ·
Deadline for submissions is the 15th of
each month.

1-2' and 8-9 _
.

R
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November . ·-

9-11

2

Training for volunteer_s for, the, AIDS
Project to staff the AIDS Line, a hot line
providing AI_
DS il)formation and, support. The training will be on the Fridays
6:00-9:30pm, Saturdays 8:00am to
4:00pm. For ,information or to register
contact Chris Behan at 774,6877.

November
Casco Bay Movers presents .a jazz
.. dance class by Adrienne Hawkins, the
director of Impulse Dance Company in
Boston. 3:00-5:00pm, 341 C1,.1mberland
Avenue. The cost is $10. For more
informati
all 871-1013.

Feelin
orny? Mosey on out to the
Sou west Rhinoceros Exhibition at
Tucson. It's a yearly gatheri'ng of rhino
aficionados to buy, sell and-exchange
. · -· rhino stuff. For more information con.. tact Judyth Lessee Box 1285, Tucson
AZ 85702. .
- ·'
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.·November
Sadie Hawkins Day, girls, it's the day to
ask that tempting dyke for a dat~!

a woman
it at the
ct Allen
he rally
starts at
there be

4
-· November
Robert Mapplethorpe would be 45 today. Take someone's picture in remembrance of him. Be controversial.

They want yo.ut body! Out an
Productions, producer of the Mai
Lesbian and Gay Film Festival is holding open production meetings at Raffles
Bookstore, 555 Congress Street.
Meetings, start at 6:45pm. Come and
help bring gay ~nd .lesbiar1.films to .
Portlang f~is·spring. CaU 828-4714 for
more iriformatio,n.
- '-. ,
':·
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Herbal Remedies

made with Wildcrafted and
Certified Organic Herbs from our Gardens

·

I

I

I
I

Mail order catalog $2.00
Traditional Uses of.Herbal Formulations $3.25
Tinctures, teas, salves, herbs' for animals
Herb walk and class schedule
I
available upon request.
Avena Hotanicals
I
P.O. Box 365
Deb Soule I
West Rockport, Maine 04865
Herbalist I
207-594-0694

I

Persons ~ishing to.donate time, energy,_money or services are
encouraged to call for further information; 773-3564.
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13 November-

29 December
Doing Strange Thing,s in the Name of
Art presents "Shirley Valentine" starring Tina Young, at The Storefront
Theatre at Bookland, Maine Savings
Plaza, corner of Brown-and Congress.
Curtain times are Wed "Thur. Fri. Sat at
8:00pm, Sat. -and Sun : Matinees
2:00pi;n. Tickets are $1,5. Reservations
may be made by calling 77 4-6741 . No
perf9rmances Thanksgiving or Christmas. '

~ t'.s110 spoppi~g and to the theatre!
Merryme~tmg Aids Association sponsor a trip to Bost.on for Christmas

17- ·-.November

~
in

opping and Neil Simon's play "Lost
:Y-onkers". :rtie motorcoach will depart from Brunswick at 8:00am and
~:....--a~i~e back at 7:30pm. The price for the
trip Is $49 per person and includes a
theatre ticket. Price for the trip without
the theatre ticket is $25. For more
information call 725-4955.
·

·12

14

December

November The Matlovich ,Society presents Dr.
Marvin Ellison, ·Professor- of Christian
Ethi~s and Director of Theological
Studies, Bangor Theological Seminary,
co-author of recent position paper n
sexuality in the Presbyterian Chu re , i
a talk entitled "Common DecencYi: A
New Christi~n-Sexual Ethic". 7:30 to
9:00pm , Third Floor Conference Room,
Portland Public Library, 5 Mo ument
Square.

r-

21
Novem·ber

Get Down and Out! Benefit for the
Maine. Lesbian ancf Gay Film Festival
, at Wher~house, 29 Forest Avenue.
Dancing, fun and surprises starts at
9:00pm. Tickets sold at the door. For
more information call 828-4714.

23

16

November
nee

· :forrOutright, the
~ - _ . - - -t esbian, Gay ar,d Bi-sexual Youth
Group of.J>ortland, at Zootz, 31 Forest
Avenue, 6:30--9:30pm, chem-free. All
a es welcome. $4.00 cover charge
(slid ng scale).

The Daedalus Project presents.a dayl~ng event that will include a presentation of panels from the Names Project
AIDS Memorial Quilt, a silent auction
AIDS _information tables and an eve~
ning variety show. A small donation is
requested for admission to the variety
show. The event is at the Waterville
Opera House, the aim is to raise public
awareness about AIDS For more information contact T
..Estra at ;' ---..-- ·
3464, ext. 6543.

The Matlovich Society presents Lois
Rec~~; Legislative Chairperson, Maine
Coaht1on for Family Crisis Services
· moderating a discussion on "Dorriesti~
Violence in the Lesbian and Gay
Community." 7:30 to 9:00pm, Third
Floor Con_ference Room, Portland
Public Library, 5 Monumerit Square.

15

December ·,··
USM presents Patricia Scott S~hroe-. der, Congres~iorial Repr_esentative
_form C~lorado lecturing at_tt:ie Pct rtland
Campus Gyi;n, 7:30pm . Tickets 'are $3
, a~nce/ . t ooortofstudents and
ior1f .
advaiicel $10 at door
. public adiyiissi'on. For more information and .le tore . 'tppfo contact the
Women's Stuqies Off.ice at 780-4289.
'

'

'1

·O~going Through

·15 ,

16

.

Mabel Wadsworth Women's Health
Center conference entitled'' Health in
O~r Hands" takes plac~ at the Bangor
Hilton. Keynote speaker is Sharon
Barker, a well-known wome_n's rights
activist. A wide variety·of health topics
of concern to women' will be covered
during the conference. Cost is $25
lunch included·. For more informatio~
contact MWWHC, P.O. Box 20, Bangor ME 04402.

.

December

Sojourner Truth Day. Remember
abolitionist, and think about what
dom means to you.

November

·

1December
United Nations World AIDS Day. A day
of awareness and education about
AIDS.

Bowdoin College Museum of Art pres, ents "The Here and the Hereafter:
. Images of Paradise in Islamic · Art".
Museum hours are Tuesday--Saturday
10:00am to 5:00pm. Sunday 2:00 to
5:00pm. Call 725-3275 for more information and an extensive schedule of
upcoming October events.

--~GLAD· DAV
!

BOOKSHOP
LESB-IAN & GAY LITERATURE
637 BOYLSTON ST., BOSTO~, MA 02116 (617) 267-3010
/

; Mon-Thurs. 9:30 a.m.-10 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 9:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sunday & Holidays 12 noon-9 p.m.
Waterville.Maine (207)873 - s-900

I.Gwer Lobby

151 Middle 5l
Portland. Haine

Open 7days

773~1999

Across From The Boston Public Library, 2nd Floor
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\THE~ASTROLOGER
Candidate Opposes
Recycling Because of
Health Risk
Great Falls, VA - A Republican
candidate for the Virginia senate says
AIDS and other diseases could ·spread if
the state expands its recycling program.
Frederick T. Dykes said he opposes for
safety reasons reguiring Virginia grocery
stores and food chains to accept open
bottles and cans.
"I just do not think it is a good concept
to hav.e those cans and bottles that have
been lying outside on the road somewhere
returned and stored in food warehouses
where our food is also kept," he said
during a debate last month with Democrat
Janet Howell, his opponent.
Dykes's .concerns have drawn fire
from AIDS researchers , recycling
representatives and store retailers, The
AIDS virus does not last long in open air,
they said.
"The idea is ludicrous," said Jay
Fisette, director of the Northern Virginia
AIDS Project:

HIV-for-Profit
Florida - A Jacicsonville businessman's
plan to market information about the HIV
r. antibody status of health care workers drew
fire from state m&lical officials Aug. 30th.
The entrepreneur, Rod Harris, said he
will offer HIV antibody tests to physicians
and dentists, compile a list of those who
test HIV -negative, and create a hot line for
callers who want to learn whether their
health care workers are on the list. Harris
said that medical practitioners will be
charged $189 for inclw,ion on the list and
callers will be chargeq $2 per call.
Harris said he hopes the business will
"give folks the vehicle to make an
informed choice" when selecting health
care ·workers . But Richard Chichetti,
chairman of the state board of dentistry,
called the plan "disgusting" and said it was
motivated by greed. Gerry Soud, a
spokesman for the state medical
associatrnn, predicted that "the
overwhelming majority of physicians will
see this as a marketing ploy."

AiDS Conference
Out of USA
BOSTON, MA - Next year's
international conference on AIDS will
be held in Amsterdam or Montreal,
rather than Boston, after organizers
decided to boycott the U .S. over its
policy of refusing to allow people who
are HIV+ to enter the country.
The U.S. government promised last
year to ~hange the regulations, after
approving a law giving the Secretary of
Health the power to change the rules
without congressional approval.

November . Horoscope/ 12 a.m.,
.November 1, 1991, Portland, Maine
Sun:· a 17' Scorpio
Rising Sign: o 16' Virgo
Moon: 3 01 ' Virgo
Mercury: 25 20' Scorpio
Venus: 21 44' Virgo
Mars: 10 29' Scorpio
Jupiter: 9 29' Virgo
Saturn: O 48' Aquarius
Uranus: 10 36' Capricorn
Neptune: 14 21' Capricorn
Pluto: 19 49' Scorpio
1st House: o 16' Virgo -0 15' Libra
Moon, Jupiter, Venus
3rd House: o -29 Scorpio Sun, Mars,
Pluto, Mercury
5th House: o -29 Capricorn ·
Uranus, Neptune
6th House: o -29 Aquarius
Saturn
8th House: 23 Capricorn - 22 Aquarius
Saturn

Halloween may be officially over
' but the Sun in this chart is at one of
the Halloween Degrees (8 and 9
Scorpio), so be expecting a freaky
month. Nearly _half the chart is in
Scorpio, a sign of in-depth weirdness
as well as transformation, not to
mention sex. You'll see a great deal of
all three, though with the approaching
Mars-Pluto conjunction (planets at the
same degree) emphasizi1;1g disease, it
may be best to refrain.
The rising Sign, M~on, Venus and
Jupiter are all in Virgo, so detailed
info concerning health will be
broadcast on , all airwaves and
published everywhere. Details abo~t
everything wiJI proliferate. People will
probe into your privacy.
.
Moon is at the degn;:e Jupiter
occupied in the October Horoscope, so
emotions that arise are connected with
expansiveness and some foreign issue.
Either or both of these will be hot.
The lesbians of Maine will finally get
beyond whatever's been obsessing
them since July, being as Venus is
moving along now. However, they'll
find some other issue to be obsessive
about since Venus is making a creative
angle to Pluto, planet of obsession.
The warning for gay men issued
last month about disease and S&M
freaks still applies. Danger zone is the
middle of the month, when Mars and
Pluto hit the same degree.

All planets are below the horizon
when this chart matures. You'll feel
like staying home, regardless of the
weather. There may be a lot of angry
emotions, though,- because Moon
insists .on occupying Mars' House for
the third month in a row like a relative
who won't leave·: ·
·
Uranus, . planet r,uling homosexuality, is !n one of t~e Houses best
for its' energies and is receiving three
pm;itive angles and no negative O!!es. A
good month to push the gay righrs bill
unless you're going to California.
The month starts outs at one of
those rare tiines · when no planet is
r~trograde, or seemingly -in reverse
motion as seen from Earth. This more
or less makes gummed-up situations
head forward. What this means is that
the above-mentioned lesbian issue,
which had been put aside by October,
will then rear up anew.
Things go very wrong during a
Mercury · Retrograde. Issues that will
be affected by its occurrence in
Scorpio include higher education, any
foreign connection you may have, and
lawsuits which will run in reverse, like
they don't already. As is usual during
a Mercury &, something's likely to go
wrong with your preferred mode of
transportation. It's foolish to say don't .
make any major -purchases since
there'll be something wrong, this being
the Christmas season.
There's not much that's mysterious ·
about Virgo, sign of the harvest. It's
not without reason that the symbols of
the two signs are so similar ... but for
· the fact that Virgo's tail or stinger is
tied back. Could this mean that Virgo
is potentially more dangerous than
Scorpio? Scorpio's the one with the
bad rep. However, we all know a

reputation may well have nothing to
back it up. Try talking to a Virgo,
though. Their harvest of facts ( or what
they consider facts) can be absolutely
annihilating.
Have mercy! And
remember, don't ever be alone with a
Gemini and a Virgo unless you're one
of those two signs. Ws death by verbal
.assault. However, the heavy Virgo
influence is what's helping this ~olumn
to be written, so it's not entirely bad.
.

.

I

Degree Meanings:
Sun 8 Scorpio denotes not being
swayed from a certain chosen path and
listening to but not changing opposing
viewpoints.
Mars 10 Scorpio, thinking in
terms of reactions.
Pluto 10 Scorpio, dealing with
repeating patterns.
·
.
Mercury 25
Scorpio, being
unresponsive to others' ideas and
suggestions (because there will just be
too many) . .
Rising Degree O Virgo denotes
teachers, students, and critics.
Moon 3 Virgo denotes a lack of
originality.
Jupiter 9 Virgo, capacity for
understanding other points of view
(and in a good a_ngle to Sun, so that it
may break through that degree's
stubbornness).
Venus 21 Virgo has to do with
schemers concerned with lining their
pockets.
Saturn O Aquarius is
coverecl in the October Horoscope.
However, it's now in forward motion,
so things should pick up for oldsters.
Uranus 10 Capricorn, limitations
imposed by oneself or current customs.
Neptune 14 Capricorn, covered in
October Horoscope.

The AIDS Line
1-800-851-AIDS or 775-1267

Questions or concerns about HIV/AIDS? ·ea11
the AIDS Linc, operating Monday through
Saturday 9 - 5, Monday and Wednesday evenings
until 7:30 PM. Always strictly confidential.

.

Insurance

auto • home • renters • life
RV • boat • commercial
"SeIVice with care & consideration."

Call for a Quote

657-3166

Connie Valliere
13-15 Main Street
Gray Maine 04039
(20 min. north of Portland)

Handy Women Unlimited
Dependable

References
Free Estimates

PORTLAND & SURROUNDING AREA
Bobby-Lu Ellis
Lil LaRose

625-4879
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Book Reviews

Double Edged
Legislative Sword

The Man Who Fell 1n Love With the Moon
Tom Spanbauer, . Atlantic Monthly
Press, New York City, Just Published,
$21.95.

This is a fabulous revisionist
tale of the wild west, told by a young
half-Indian male prostitute known as
Shed, or Out-in-the Shed, where he
lives, at Ida Richelieu's place in
Excellent, Idaho. "It's the story about
crazy · people told by a crazy"-Shed
tells us-people who live by their
feelings and not by the hypocrisy of the
Mormon church.
There is Ida, who is a Jewish
widow of a "small dick" Italian, who is
Madame-Full-in-Charge, the whore
and saloon keeper; Dellwood Barker,
the green-eyed cowboy from New
York City who Shed loves and believes
is his father, and who teaches Shed
about the Berdache, and The
Mysteries; and Alma Hatch, the
beautiful prostitute-four loving friends
who make up a family ... "Better than
any Mormon family" and "Nothing ever
coming in between." There is Dr. Ah
Fong who sells the opium for Ida; local
weed is plentiful, as is whisky, and
love. And endless slaughter. "Without
Moves Moves-we're nothing."
Superficially, this is a novel of
discovery "... me yearning big for I
didn't know what-the mystery, the
secret" for Shed, of his Indian name
Duivichi-un-Dua, and his ancestry; his
learning tybo (white man) language,
. and learning to tell the story, "...what's
a human without a story?" but more
it's a novel of "knowledge becoming
understanding"-and perhaps even
more-end of the inadequacy of any
one point of view, of language, of
myth, even of creation. Things are not
what they appear.
Up on Not -R eally-AMountain, Shed learns that all of us
are doing our best to get free. This
novel helps! I've never read anything in
American fiction as endearing, fresh,
and liberating. Can you imagine a
male prostitute as hero? "Being the
hero though, isn't just telling the story;

316AC..-•S.., Po,dand, ME04l0t

772-1212

Hero's the one who, by telling the
story, forgives the story-forgives the
deyil-himself, herself-for tlte

darkness it took to see light."
by C. Pittore

Poetry--

AKRON, OH - A judge has ruled
family support payments to a lesbian
who moved in with her lover after her
divorce can't be terminated because
the state does not recognize the
relationship between the two women.
A divorce agreement signed
between Sandra and Danny Gajovski
stipulates payments will stop if Sandra
died, remarried , or lived "in a slate of
concubinage."
An appeals court judge ruled
concubinage narrowly includes a
relationship between a man and a
woman.

ILGA Financial Crisis

Catatonia Moania Crazy
by John Bean
I woke up this morning
rummaged about for a metaphor
through those cardboard moving boxes
(I move a lot)
walling up my closet
a simile might have done just as well
analogy, symbol, image ... whatever
I didn't have enough energy
to work up a conceit
,
f
the day's idea
one a day, like vitamins
was drab, fackluster
I found a length of clothesline
and was going to hang it on that
but it just didn't figure right
Monsieur Lacan 's knots ·or not ·
I had a magnet rigged on a string
for getting my keys back out of sewer grates
and could have stuck iton that
but it didn't have the right swing
there were sponges that didn't hold water
t-shirts that said the wrong thing
all sound but no picture
'
Orson Welles warring on the radio
"we are all crazy" vitamin
Van Gogh million dollar painting crazy
mass hypnosis duped by aliens crazy
but no metaphor
and we're not all crazy in the same way
no tautology, no norm justifies the mean(s)
no 1984 WAR IS PEACE jazz
individually wacko, solitary walks
senseless streets, jumbled houses
chaotic cities, random countries ...
so, every man is an island
Gilligan's I-land
unintelligible gibberish if I look through your eyes
when I drive to work tomorrow morning
and the usual faces turn to greet me
in the usual cubicles, at the usual time
it ain't no mirage
dancing in the heat of my feverish brain
it ain't no robot drama
that shuts off when I'm not looking
it ain't no bare fact
where a spade is a spade
every morning at 7:55
we the human planets eclipse each other
a brief instant of alignment
yielding to orbital wanderings
single-minded circles of unique purpose
only apparently iri tune
with the music of the spheres.

LONDON - The International
Lesbian and Gay Association reports it
is in the middle of a serious financial
cns1s.
The Association-the only international gay and lesbian organizationsays, says it's facing a budget deficit of
about $13,000 this year, which will
force it to laHP LaserJet !ID
HLISIA.PRS countries have increased
costs without increasing revenues.
Warner is calling on member
organizations to hold at least one
fundraiser this year, and to encourage
other groups to join.

U'nd:ercover Cops Bashed
HOUSTON, TX:-- Three under~
cover police officers were attacked in
the first five days of an operation
designed to stop gay-bashing in a
predominantly homosexual neighborhood, police said.
Two adults and several juveniles
have been arrested in the assaults.
None of the police officers were
seriously injured.
The sting, dubbed "Operation ViceYersa" began in response to the July
4th beating death of banker Paul
Broussard, 27, and attacks on this two
companions. The three men had just
left a gay bar when a gang of youths
attacked them. The young men have
been charged with murder in the
attack.
The department has placed plainclothes police officers in the heavily
gay Montrose area to combat criminal
activity. Officers have said that they
travel in pairs and try to look like gay
couples (I can just imagine what that
means) to attract those who have been
involved in gay-bashing. "The plainclothesmen look for people who are
exhibiting aggressive, assaultive
behavior against citizens in tl:e
neighborhood," Adamson said. "It's
obvious the targets are those in the gay
community."
Two men sprayed mace into the
face of an undercover officer, Capt.
John Adamson, of the Central pdtrol
Division. Charged in the assault were
Andrew Ipock, 19, of Houston, and
one juvenile male, Adamson Said.
Another incident involved where
two men in a car pulled alongside- a
pair of undercover officers, shouted
anti-gay epithets, and beat one of them
on the arm with a baseball bat. Jason
Hartman, 18, of Houston and another

0 u

juvenile were charged in that attack
following their arrest by backup
officers. Hartman was charged with
aggravated assault.
Later than night, a group of teens
in a car threw beer cans at a third
officer. -They were arrested and
charged with
a variety of
misdemeanors, said Lt. George
Buenik.
Adamson declined to identify the
officers because they are still involved
in the undercover operation.
All were treated for minor injuries and not hospitalized, he sa id.

HOLLYWOOD --' Gene Roddenberry, producer of Star Trek: The
Next Generation, says the series will
feature at least one gay character in at
least one of this season's episodes.
"In the fifth season of Star Trek:
The Next Generation, viewers will see
more of" shipboard iife in some
episodes, which will, among other
things, include gay crew members in
· day-to-day circumstances," he said in a
statement released July 1.
Roddcnberry's personal assistant,
Ernest Over-who is himself gay-says
the series · has received more mail
requesting a lesbian or gay character
than on any other -issue.

Contributions w this month' s News
From Away include: Baltimore Gay
Paper, Philadelphia Gay News, The
Advocate, and The Washington (D.C .)
Blade.and Global Gayzette.
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PARIS IS BURNING
A Jennie Livingston Film Production of
OFFWHITE PRODUCTIONS, Inc.

For those who like it hot, look out for the
backdraft from Paris Is Burning! This cinematic gem presents New York 's black ·gay
and transsexual community in documentary format with a heartfelt twist. Paris Is
Burning explores the "Ball" subculture, its
personalities, eccentricities, rituals, and
pitfalls. We experience not transsexual life,
but _the lives of several indiyiduals who
happen to be transsexual or gay. Pepper
Labeija is bored, clever and sarcastic. Venus
Xtravaganza is young and street-smart, yet
vulnerable. Octavia St. Laurent is just too
much! Willy Ninja and Anji Xtravaganza
have some memorable moments as well.
Many documentaries leave you feeling
estranged from their subject matter. Paris
Is Burning leaves you feeling like a member of the House ofXtravaganza. Wonderful glimpses into the personal hopes and
dreams of these societal outlaws reaffirmed,
at least in JTIY mind, that we all really want
the same things out of life. Respect. Some"
one to love us. And maybe a house in the
'Poconos. The ending is as wonderful as it
is tragic. Paris Is Burning left a few tears in
its wake, but when an old flame dies ... smoke
gets in your eyes. (This excellent film gets
5 pink triangles.)

©HE Mo~TL'( l1t-lF~bv.L0 11-$

From left to right: Octavia Saint Laurent, Freddie Pendavis, Kim
Pendavis, Pepper Labeija, Dorian Corey and Willi Ninja, co-stars of
PARIS _IS BURNING, a film by Jennie Livingston.
, Photographed by Michel Cor.•~
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HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING AND TESTING
Voluntary -- Anonymous -- Low Cost

The AIDS Project offers trained counselors to answer your questions
and address your concerns about possible infection with the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). To schedule a counseling session call:
775-1267 (Portland) or1-800-851-AIDS (2437) daily between 9-12; 1-5,
Monday & Wednesday 6-9 p.m. Saturday from 10-1. Note: Counseling
and testing is by appointment only.

Beech Hill Hospital is a non-profit
in -patient treatment f acility}<>r the
treatmelll of chemical dependenn·.

•_Our program recognizes the special needs of the Gay and
Lesbian patient with emphasis on creating a safe anrl
supportive environment
• Involves family and significant other
• Aftercare Planning for ongoing recovery

f'rc~rkk B. Wolf. M. Div.. S.T.D.
l'astor'-'1 Cowmdlor

For more infonnation call:
It 77

1-800-THE-HILL

Cot15res, Stred

Suite "'"'
1'ort1"'ttt>. M'-'itte '-"tl'-'1

(2'-'7) "2-ll'-'7

BRUCE W. KENNEY, D.O.

Board Certified General Practice
Preventive Medicine
Obstetrics

/

Keziah lJinchen, MA, LSAC
Addictions Counseling
Sexual Addition
Codependency
Sexual Abuse

775-6598

Families

r~Od

VICTORIA ZAVASNIK, Ph.D.

atC~hol

Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor

ab

Use
Back Cove Counseling Center
527 Ocean Avenue
P,ortland. Maine 04103

Sexuality

Bath
443-4533

Portland
871-8117

7he Centf[_for}!ealtfl)
97 India Street
Portland , Maine 04 l Ol

207-775- 1849

207-774-5800

142 High Street, Suite 318
Portland, ME 04101

Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW
Licensed Clinical Soc ial Worker

Lisa S. Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T.

Recovery Issues
Women 's Issues
Sexual Abuse
Treatment

Couple Counseling
.
Individual and Group Therapy

Individual , Couple
• Group, Family
Psychotherapy

,.
(207) 77~7927

_,r,~womensgace

2.12 St John StrCl.'I, Sujte 220. Portland. ME (l<\I02

tr•'-

6~

~

Bodywork to balance life energies
for healing & well-being

INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER

Willow Femmechild, R.N.

Treatment for:
Addictions, ACOA Issues and Co-dependency
Individuals, Groups and Couples

Pqrtland, Maine

C[J
~

COUNSELING CENTER
.

Joanne H. Clarey, Ed.D.Vivian Wadas, MA
(207) 871-0377

757 Congress Street• Portland, Maine 04102

(207) 874-2932

Lucy C. Chudzik
297-761-9096

·r

Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor

477 Congress Street• Portland, ME 04101

~

~BELLVILLE

·COUNSELING

A 5 SOC I AT E S

With pride in 11ourselt
you can appreciate the
differences in others.

_,

OF MAINE
We are a group of therapists who specialize in individual therapy,
couples counseling, addictions, co-dependency, ACOA and
alcohol-related issues.

Norma Kraus Eule, MSW' LCSW

You are a lesbian or a gay man who wants to work on emotional,
sexual or relationship issues in a safe environment.

· Licensed Clinical Social Worker
PSYCHOTHERAPY
lndlvldual & Group

10 Minot Avenue
Auburn, Maine 0421 o

Call us. We are here to help. Insurance
reimbursable by most companies.
For further information: (207) 729-8727

784-8747

8 5ronwood·5treet. P.O. Dox 186. Bru~wick. ME 04011-0186 (207) 729-8727
'-
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Cfassifieds
12 - MISCELLANEOUS
WHERE DOES YOUR PET HIDE ON GROOMING DAY? Paw Print Images can change that
answer by grooming in the comfort of YOUR
home . Call (207)767-4024.
HOT, HOT, HOT! Wrinkles? The answer has
been found! As seen on ihe Discovery Channel.
Call Ron , 1-207-439-4680. (PA1)
PILOTS Join nationwide gay pilots association.
Newsletter, personals, events. Totally discreet.
For more info: send a SASE to GPA, P.O. Box
1291, Alexandria, VA 22313. (PA1)

16-APARTMENT TO SHARE OR
RENT
.
ROOMMATEWANTEDTOSHARE2BRHOME
in So. China, 250/mo. Female preferred. Call
Sally at 445-4770. Leave message.
ROOMIES R Confidential Gay Roommate matching in all Maine cities ; Nationwide, too! 1-800272-8372, 2pm to 10pm. (PA62)
HOUSEMATE/SITTER, M, N/S, WANTED TO
SHARE Cape Eliz. suburban 3 br house w/
widower retiree ?O's. Car needed . $300/mo. + 1/
2 utilities. Refs. and sec. deposit. 767-2314.
(PA12)
ROOMATE SOUG!iT · GWF SEEKS responsible professional to §_hare a new mobile home ,
1-2 rooms available,-quiet country setting, pri vate full bathroom, 4 miles from Exit 2 in Wells.
, $325/350 plus 1/2 utilities. Ref/secu·rity deposit.
Call 646- 7611 . Leave. ml:lssaq_e.

HOUSEMATE WANTED, MALE, FOR CAMDEN
HOME about one mile N. of town . $200/mo. plus
1/2 utilities, own bath. Write to Advertiser #1101,
c/o Ou.r Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME
04104. (PA12)

20 - FEMALE PERSONALS
SEND HOLIDAY GREETINGS TO YOUR
HONEY IN THE OUR PAPER PERSONALS!!!
LOOKING FOR THE MYSTERY WOMAN I SAW
FRI. 10/4 at the Unicorn and Sun. 10/6 atthe Wok
Inn. You have a wicked cute smile. Hope to see
you again some Friday night at the club. Write to
Advertiser#1102,c/oOurPaper, P.O. Box 10744,
Portland, ME 04104.
LESBIAN AGE 20 WANTS TO CONNECT WITH
OTHER lesbian women of my age 19-25. I love
energy, holistic free spirits. Want to get a cabin
and maybe start a farm and/or travel across the
country. Write me, I want to meet you. Walis ,
RR2 Box 610A, Bridgton, ME 04009.

21-MALEPERSONALS
SEND HOLIDAY CHEER TO YOUR SWEETIE
IN THE OUR PAPER PERSONALS!!!
GWM, 36, SECURE, STABLE, GENTLE SPIRIT
looking for someone mid-20's to mid-40's in W.
MEI L-A area to share similar interests of reading ,
hiking, fishing, shopping, WCLZ-type music.
Would like to learn to ski. Open to friendship,
companionship , or relationship . Discretion a must
for me - will reciprocate for you if desired. Write
to Advertiser #1100 , c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box
10744, Portla1d, ME 04104.
I

GAY FEMALE PROFESSIONAL SEEKS MATURE responsible gay female to share country
home, Waterville area. Reasonable. 453-7141.
LESBIAN ROOMMATES WANTED TO SHARE
HOUSE (large) with lesbian and 2 dogs. 2 baths,
wsh/dry, woodheat-oil backup, nonsmokers,
$260/mo plus 1/3 elec. Bangor, call 947-2966.
(PA1)

1-900

HOT
GAYS
1-900-468-4297

Get real names and numbers
of men & women who
want to meet you!

DUNGEONMASTER! SANE SERIOUS GWM
SADIST 47 into all scenes med. to heavy SM BD!
Wants will young trim GM's who can take it. P.O.
Box 1169, Sanford , ME 04073. (PA 11)
PROFESSIONAL MALE, 37, IS HOPING to find
his equal. I'm into leather, versatile but prefer top
- you're agressive, intuitive and willing to explore
fantasies , fun times and mutual pleasure. We
may be right fgr each other. Also enjoy quiet
interludes, dining out or in especially with the
right guy. Looking to hear from another guy
whose temp. went up a few degrees while reading this ad. Let's start something special. I'm tir'ed
.of being alone, maybe you are too. Write to
Advertiser#1091 , c/oOurPaper, P.O. Box 10744,
Portland, ME 04104.
MASSAGE GIVEN BY A GWM WILL HELP
YOU RELAX Also I have given to straight guys.
Call 795-0984 7am -7pm please. (PA12)
PLAYFUL, ATHLETIC, 36 YR. OLD MALE,
AVID SKIER, TRIATHLETE seeks men for ski
adventures, friendship, travel, and .. . Call 2363698. (PA12)
DUNGEONMASTER!!! SEEKS YOUNGER
TRIM MASCULINE GM bottoms for punishment
and discipline, s/m, bid. I'm 48, experienced and
equipped, safe and sane. Send letter and picture
to R.M. , P.O. Box 1169, Sanford, ME 04073.
(PA11) .

'1.95 per minute

ATTENTION ADVERTISER #950 Contact Our
Paper Classifieds if you want your responses .

29 - REST AU RANTS/FOOD

GAV MEN IN THE BANGOR AREA with no
plans for Thanksgiving dinner call Ed at 9477112 for information on a potluck gathering (plan
to bring something to share).

BREAD & ROSES BAKERY, INC. , 28 A Main
Street, Ogunquit (down the driveway behind the
candy shop) (207) 646-4227. Sp~cializing in
quality baked goods, birthday cakes , fine pastries, European tortes, and fresh brewed coffee.
Specialty breads baked daily. Open 7 AM in the
summer daily, closed January & February.

GAV BOY 18 TO 20 AUBURN AREA wanted as
c;ompanion/playmate for straight-acting WM mid
30 's. To travel and lots of fun things as schedule
permits. Write to Advertiser#1111 , c/o Our Paper,
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Me 04104.

CAFE ALWA VS Open six nights a week. Hours:
5-closing. Reservations accepted. 47 Middle
Street, Portland, ME (207) 774-9399.

Bl-MALE MARRIED 59 WOULD LIKE TO MEET
gay/bi male who would like a mutual friendship .
Augusta area. Write to Advertiser #1110 , c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland , ME 04104 ..
(PA12)

WOODFORDS CAFE, 129 Spring Street, Portland, Maine 041901. (207) 772-137 4.
THE SQUARE CAFE in the lobby of Railroad
Square Cinema. Next to Burger King, 13 Railroad Square, Waterville. 873-5900. Tues-Sun,
11am-10pm.

GWM 45, GOODLOOKING WELL-BUilT HIVbrown hair, blue eyes educated in search of
same 40-50. Friends first, interested in a monogamous relationship, picture requested, answer this one you'll be glad you did. Central
Maine area. Peace. Write to Advertiser #1104 , c/
o Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland , ME
04104.

continued on page 18

'(OU'VE TRIED THE REST...
COME BACK TO THE BEST!

GWM 25 6'0" 210 LBS. RECENT WIDOWER
looking for companionship and compassion.
Enjoy movies, reading and sightseeing. Must
like evenings at home - I work two jobs so free
time is quality time. No drugs, I am open and
honest and caring. Must like cats. All answered.
Write to Advertiser #1103, c/o Our Paper, P.O.
Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104.

(AND THE HOTTEST)

{

tr

23 - BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
24-WANTED
SEEKING SPERM DONOR · Bl WOMEN
COUPLE LOOKING FOR MALE DONOR. We
are flexible - interested in father (bi or gay couple~)
seeing/knowing the child. Does this sound like
something you 've dreamed of too? If so, please
write about yourself to Advertiser #1105, c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104.

)

TALKING PERSONALS

1-900-407-3900

25 - VIDEOS/FILMS

$2/min.

. FOOT VIDEO. FOOT FETISHIST DELIGHT. 5
Hot Chicago guys show you their bare feet and
more. X-citing foot action. 2 hr. vhs $25.00 to: E.
Kramer, P.O. Box 14784, Chicago, IL 60614.
(PA11)

• Thousands of Voice Ads
• Dozens of Categories
• Hot Dates and Friends
• Phone Numbers OR Voicemail
• WHY SITTLE FOR LESS?

VIDEOPORT - Portland's largest selection of
videos. 151 Middle Street, Lower Lobby, Portland, Maine 04101 . Open 7 days a week. (207)
773-1999.

Meet Americans OR Canadians
HAVE YOUR VISA/MC READY!

1-800-669-DATE

RAILROAD SQUARE CINEMA 13 Railroad
Square, Waterville, ME 04901. (207) 873-6526.
Call for schedule.

$2/min. +50¢ service charge per call
Touch-Tone phone required

26 - FLORISTS
I LOVE FLOWERS, 19 Pleasant Street, Portland, Maine 04010. (207) 77 4-5882.

28 - JEWELERS
Gay owned and operated

NICOLSON & RYAN , Buy with confidence, give
with PRIDE. 253 Water Street, Augusta, Maine.
(800)244-6255

Customer service: (305) 565-4455, Ext: 4811
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DO YOU WISH AN ADYERT18EA NUlaER FOR IMIL TO IE l'OfMAR.>ED TO YOU ANONVIIOUSLV? _ _ (Add 12.00)
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continued from page 17
A-1 DINER, 3 Bridge Stc~et, Gardiner. (207)5614604.

.-.

WALTER'S 15 Exchange St. in the Old Port.
871-WALT.

•

30 - HOTELS/INNS/ VACATION
RENTALS
BREWSTER INN OF DEXTER MAINE, 37 Zions
Hill, Dexter, Maine 04930. (207) 924-3130. Bed
and Breakfast.
·

MERMAID INN FT. LAUDERDALE BEACH
Guest rooms, effifiencies, suites, heated pool,
cable t.v. 725 N. Birch Rd., Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33304. 1-800-749-DYKE. Gay men welcome.
(PA11)

INN EXILE, PALM SPRINGS, CA Private resort,
clothing optional, men! Brochure and reservations, call 800-962-0186.

HIGHLANDS INN-GAY COUNTRY INN. Charming 19 room Inn on 100 scenic mountain acres.
Heated pool, hot tub, hiking/skiing trails, yummy
breakfasts, peace, and privacy. Box 118 OP,
Bethlehem, NH 03574. (603) 869-3978. Grace
and Judi, Innkeepers. (PA12)
·

34 - NEWS AND INFORMATION
THE NATIONAL AIDS INFORMATION CLEARINGHOUSE 1-800-458-5231 . A centralized resource for information on HIV/AIDS programs,
services and materials. A service of the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services Public
Health Service and Centers for Disease Control.

,35 - CLOTHING
CHILDREN'S ORCHARD A children's resale
boutique - nearly new clothing at old-fashioned
prices. 220 Mall Plaza, S. Portland (By Ames &
Bookland). 772-7333 or 1-800-564-7333.

ETC. AND ACCESSORIES, INC. Gay-posjtive .
I-shirts and other items of interest. 154 Water St. , ·
Hallowell., 622-2611 .

36 - HAIR STYLISTS
CARL'S PLACE HAIR STYLES FOR WOMEN
AND MEN, 69 Arsenal Street, Augusta, Maine
04330. (207) 623-5131 . Monday thru Friday 9-5.
Evenings by appointment.

FIVE ISLANDS Panoramic ocean view on
Sheepscot Bay. 3br, 2 bath, central heat, woodstove, screen porch, access to beach, sleeps 8.
$500/wk. Tel. 443-5234. (PA12)
.

St., Portland. 772-1212.

31 -TRAVEL

38 - REAL ESTATE

MAXTRAVEL472 Main St., Lewiston, ME 04240.
(207)783-7399, Toll free (800)728-2420. Mon-

FINALLY SOMEONE WHO GETS THE
PICTURE Whether buying or sellihg you·want to
work with a real estate broker who understands
your individual needs. I can help. Give me a call.
Chris Behan, Century 21 Balfour, 774-2121 .
(PA12)

32 • .BOOKS/CARDS

~

· 42 - SUPPORT GROUPS
"A COMMON BOND" (Gay and Lesbian (ex-)
Jehovas' Witnesses), P.O. Box 405, Ellwood
City, PA 16117-0405. (412) 758-0704. Mutual
support group formed for gay and lesbian
Jehova's Witnesses who have been excommunicated because of their sexuality.

.

DEJAVU HAIR STUDIO 620 Congress St.,
Portland. 772-4552.

MAINE HOME SEARCH INC., Gloria S. Krellman. Buying? Selling? Dreaming? Person to
person real estate visits to your home anywhere
·in ~aine to discuss your real estate needs. (207)
442-7061 .

weekly counseling group for women who wish to
explore themselves more fully. Group meets
Tuesdays at 5:30 p.m. at 232 St. John Street,
Portland. Cost is $70/month. The group will be
co-led by Lisa Bussey, M.A., CEDT and Rachel
Sager, M.A. RSAC. For more information please
call 775-7927 and leave message. Confidentiality respected.

gay men dealing with co-dependency, ACOA,
sexual abuse and addiction issues; men and
· women dealing with sex and love addiction issues. 8 Stanwood Street, P.O. Box 186, Brunswick, Maine 04011-0186. (207) 729-8727.

Self-Help, Recovery, Health books, cards, tapes,
gifts for and about you. Program literature on all
issues by order. Special orders prepaid. Open
Monday thru Friday, 10 AM-6 PM. Saturday, 10
AM-5 PM. Safe atmosphere. Stop by; the kettle
is on. 47 Maine Street, Brunswick, Maine 04011 .

NEW LEAF BOOKS - Specializing in books by
and about women , alternative health care and
spirituality. See our selection of gay and lesbian
fiction and nqn-fiction. Open Monday-Saturday
10AM - 5PM. 438 Main St. , Rockland, ME 04841 .
(207) 596-0040.

THE CENTRE BOOKSTORE AND LEARNING
CENTRE - Specializing in metaphysiccs, parapsychology, self-help, ESP, spiritual awareness,
healing, meditation, new age music and literature. Open Tuesday - Sunday 9AM - 6PM. Elm
St., Damariscotta. 563-2123.

DROP ME A LINE 144 High St., Portland. 7735547. Hpurs are Mon-Fri 11 am - 6 pm, Sat. 11
am - 5 pm, Sun. closed.

i
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PAPA JOE'S, 80 Water Street, Augusta, Maine,
Tuesday-Saturday, 7-1 (207) 623-4041 .

THE LIMELIGHT, 3 Spring Street, Portland.
(207) 773-3315.

772-9244.

CHIP & DALE'S, Pine Tree Square Mall, Maine
Street, Waterville (207) 873-561 o.Open Wednesday, Thursday, and Sunday from 1,1-12; Friday
and Saturday 8-1 -(formerly the Uptown Lounge).

support, education and· feedback with issues
like: the impact of incest on· the partner and
survivor, getting needs met, intim•acy, trust.and
s_e)(_uality. Contact Paulette M. Bonri.ea4, LCSW,
at 775-1849. (PA11)

THE RIVERFRONT, 193.Broad Street, Bango_(,
Maine 04401. (207) 947-1213. WednesdaySunday 7:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
I

,(

THE IJNICORN, 57 Center Street, Portland. (207)
879-0645.

TOWARDS A MORE POSITIVE GAY IDENTITY - A support group for men dealing with
issues of coming out; relationships; personal
growth; and mutual support. Monday mornings
from 10:30-12:00, Wednesday evenings from
5:30-7:00. For more information, call 772-1307.

Liv, .,J

·

.,.,.-,

THE CHART ROOM SALOON, 117 Spring
Street, Portland. (207) 774-9262.

THE NEW FRONTRUNNER, Manchester Civic
Club; 490 C~estnut Street, Manchester, NH (603)
623-6477.

PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF LESBIANS AND
GAYS (PFLAG) P.O. Box 2080, Great Island,

accepting new members. Contact: Lucy C.
Chudzik, LSAC, lntown Counseling Center, 477
Congress St. , Suite 410, Portland, ME 04101 .
(207) 761-9096.

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE Make healing a

WOMEN SURVIVORS DISCUSSION GROUP

regular part of your life. Nurture yourself with
Aromatherapy and massage. By appointment
only. Christian Jamison, CMT (207)775-0232.

An on-going, open and facilitated weekly women
survivors discussion group for adult women
survivors of childhood sexual abuse/incest is
now forming at WOMENSPACE COUNSELING
CENTER in Portland. Suggested sliding scale
fee is $7 - $10 per group meeting. For more
information call Vivian Wadas, M.A. at871-0377.

DR. KAREN DANKO, Holistic Chiropractor and
Naturopath. Acute, chronic, and wellness care.
Adult and children. 475 Stephens Street, Portland, Maine 04103. (207) 775-6598.

Street, Lewiston, Maine 04240. Second Floor
Balcony Bar and Dance Floor (207) 2251..

~_iston. (207) 782-4242.

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE by Cheryl. American Massage Therapy Association certified.
Increase relaxation and reduce stress. For appointment call (207) 782-8539.

stiff muscles while improving circulation and
soothing tension. Sliding scale fee . Call Pamela
Richards, A.B.M .P. certified. (207)775-6636.
(PA11)

44 - CLUBS/BARS

THE ALTERNATIVE, 1425 Lisbon Street, Le-

LESBIAN CODEPENDENCY GRO~P now

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE Relax tired, aching,

DIGNITY/MAINE An or.ganization of Gay and
Lesbian Catholics which meets in Portland and
Bangor. Dignity/Maine, PO Box .8113, Portland,
ME 04401 . Dignity/Bangor, PO Box 2157, Bangor, ME 04401.

LESBIAN PARTNER'S OF INCEST
SURVIVOR'S ·GROUP now forming to offer

(617) 267-3010. Across from the Boston Public
Library, 2nd lloor. Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9:30 AM 11 :00 PM. Sundays: Noon -' 9 PM.

BEGINNINGS ETC. - A specialty Books.tore.

EMERGENCE INTERNATIONAL Christian Scientists supporting lesbians and gay men. PO
Box 58-1, Kentfield, CA 94914, or call (415) 485188.1. ,
'- '

BLACKSTONE'S, 6 Pine Street, Portland. (207)
BELLVILLE COUNSELING ASSOCIATES OF
MAINE announcing groups with openings for

Brunswick, ME04011 . (207)725:9843, (207)7290519.

NEW WORDS, a woman's bookstore, 186
Hampshire Street, Cambridge, MA 02139. (617)

PWA COALITION OF MAINE 337 Cumberland
Ave., Portland. 773-8500.

SPORTMAN'. S ATHLETIC CLUB, 2 Bates

GLAD DAY BOOKSHOP. Lesbian and Gay
literature, 673 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116

876-5310. Open 10-6 Tuesday, Wednesday:
Friday and Saturday. 10-9 Thursday, and 12-6
on Sunday. Large selections of books, journals,
cards, CS's Community Board bulletin boards
newsletter available on request. Mail order services. All welcome to browse.

.,,

create a session that meets your current needs.
Take some time to give yourself exactly what you
want. Andrea Price, Licensed Massage Therapist, Portland. 871-0121 . (PA 12)

LESBIAN COUNSELING GROUP - On-going

SALON 316 Th~ Progressive!! 316A Congress

day-Friday 9-5, evenings and Saturdays by appointment. Discount vacations, low international
air fares, airline tickets, hotels and car rental
·reservations. Cruises a specialty. Maine's only
International Gay Travel Association member.
Ask for John.

CLIENT-CENTERED MASSAGE THERAPY
AND BODY-WORK I work With each client to

47 - ELECTRIC/REFRIGERATION
ROBERT MEADER-COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL Refrigeration, electrical inspecting and
jnstruction, Boothbay to Ogunquit north to Rangeley; 1-800-734-444 7.

48-CPA

WOMEN'S GROUP on sex and relationship
codependency. Led by Keziah Hinchen M.A.,

ROBERT LIGHTFOOT, CPA, (207) 797-0466.

49-ATTORNEYS/LAW
C. DAVID KEITH, ATTORNEY AT LAW Real
estate law, title work, trusts/estates/wills. 857
Washington Street, Bath , ME 04530. (207) 4427716.

L.S.A.C. in Portland. 871 -8117 or 443-4533.

LESBIAN GROUP on codependency. Led by
Keziah Hinchen M.A., L.S.A.C. in Bath. 8718117 or 443-4533.

MILES D. FRIEDEN, LEGAL COUNSEL Law
for people. PO Box 33·1 Mt. Ephraim Rd ., Searsport, ME 04974. (207) 548-6689.

POLARITYTHERAPY, WillowFemmechild, R.N.
Bodywork to balance life energies tor healing
and well-being. Portland, Maine (207) 87 4-2932.

PHYSICAL THERAPY FOR WOMEN WITH
CHRONIC PAIN AND/OR HISTORIES OF .
ABUSE Using the techniques of Myofascial .
Release, a mild and gentle form of stretching that
has a profound effect on the body tissues. A total
body approach which is hands-on work geared
to each women's needs and goals. Treatments
offered at Mt. Vernon location or on home-visit
basis. Sliding fee scale; insurance reimbursable.
Barbara Bostad, R.P.T., Mt. Vernon, ME. For
more information: 293-9288.
·

BEREAVEMENT COUNSELING Mixed group
therapy for healing loss and transition. Contact
Watson Counseling at 775-0366 for more information .

THE NAMES PROJECT PO Box 4319, Portand.

50 - TYPESETTING/PRINTING
BRIARWYNDE Your enviromental partner specializing iri typesetti ng and pri nting on reycled
paper and soy-based ink. 101 Congress St. ,
Portland . (207) 773-8251 .

774-21'98.

51 - MARKETING/MEDIA
RUMFORD/MEXICO AREA AIDS SUPPORT
.GROUP c/o Community Aids Awareness Program, (207)369-0259. Group meets Monday
evenings at the Mexico Congregational Church
, (the "Green Church") from 7:00 PM to 8:30 PM .
\

CREATIVE CONCEPTS - MARKETING AND
MEDIA CONSULTATION Helping your business improve with the right ideas. Call 603-356DOIT.

continued on page 19
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'Even Afore Cfassifieas -continued from page 18

52 - PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPHER: CELEBRATIONS OF
PEOPLE, partners, couples, families, friends,
children. Portraits to describe your life. Stt1did or
location. Charles B. Melcher, (207)775-6301.
(PA12)

53 - BUSINESS SERVICES
WORD PROCESSING Statistical, legal, engineering, banking & securities. No job too complicated or too small, at competitive rates . 7753380.

55 - NEW AGE(SPIRITUALITY
TAROT CARD READINGS BY ELAINE Bring
this ad and receive $5.00 off any reading. Bring
five friends and receive an additional $5.00 off.
Advises wisely on all problems of life. Group
discounts. Let the stars guide you through. 34
Center St. , Auburn , ME. (207) 783-2723.
ENCHANTMENTS the shop that'~ gone beyond
what Wizards dream with four full rooms of
Rainbows and Magic!! 16 McKown St., Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538. (207) 633-4992.

VICTORIA ZAVASNIK, Ph.D. Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor. Back Cove Counseling Center., 527 Ocean Avenue, Portland, Maine
04103. (207) 775-6598.
THE FEMINIST HEALTH CENTER provides
counseling and information for individuals interested in HIV antibody testing. Services are provided on a walk-in basis Monday nights 5-6:30,
or by appointment on Tuesday afternoons. Peer
counselors are available. Counseling and testing
services are client-centered and ANONYMOUS.
$20 fee. 559 Portsmouth Avenue , Greenland,
New .Hampshire (603) 436-7588.

FEMINIST COUNSELORS Peggy O'Connor,

M.A. and Kim Thompson, M.S. York Haror, ME.
(207) 363-5052
KEZIAH HINCH EN M.A., L.S.A.C. Sex and relationship dependency groups for lesbians, men,
women (Portland). Lesbian co-dependency group
(Bath). Individual and couples work around sexual abuse, eating disorders, alcoholism and codependency. 871-8117 or 443-4533.

Roommate wanted to share home with
two gay men in Warren, Maine.
$200/month. Call 273-3120.

HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING AND TESTING.Voluntary-Anonymous-Low Cost. The AIDS
Project offers trained counselors to answer your
questions and address concerns about possible
infection with Human Immunodeficiency Virus
(HIV). To schedule a counseling session call
(207) 774-6877 daily from 9:00 a.m. to noon and
1 :00 p.rn. to 5:00 p.m.; Monday and Wednesday
evenings between 6 :00 p.m . to 9:00 p.m. NOTE:
Counseling and testing is done by appointment
only.

SAFER SEX AND DRUG USE GUIDELINES
These guidelines are for all of us who are making decisions about sexual activity and
drug use in the midst of the AIDS epidemic.
HIV is a virus widely thought to be a cause of AIDS. The highest concentrations of HIV
are found in blood and semen, so it's important to avoid any way in which HIV-infected
blood or semen can get from one person's body into another person's bloodstream.
• Fucking (anal and vaginal) without a condom and sharing needles account for almost
all the documented cases of HIV transmission.
• Oral sex without a condom or dental dam accounts for a very few documented cases
of HIV transmission.
• Other ways of transmitting HIV that have not been documented but which could be
theoretically risky include: fisting, finger fucking, rimming, deep kissing, sharing uncleaned
dildos. The theory here is that any way HIV-infected bodily fluids get from one person into
another involves risk. For example, HIV could be transmitted if a person with a cut on
their hand fistfucked their partner and caused bleeding in their rectum or vagina.

JACOB WATSON, M.A. HUMANISTIC PSYCHOTHERAPY. Individual, Couple, Family,
Group, Workshops. 41 Glenwood Ave., Portland, ME 04103. 870-8656.

60 - MEDICAL RESOURCES
DOtlG KIMMEL, Ph.D., licensed psychologist.
Lesbian and gay male affirmative therapy. Hours
by appointment, (207) 4?~-3686. Offices in Hancock and Ellsworth. Telephone counseling possible.~9icaid and most insurance accepted.

WOMEN'S CHOICE l:iealth and family planning
resources for women. 500 Forest Ave., Portland.
(207f 874-1099.
AVENA BOTANICALS, P.O. Box 365, West
Rockport, ME 04864. (207) 594-0694. Send
$1 .00 for catalog. Wildcrafted and organically
grown herbal remedies. Herb walks, slide shows,
workshops and Flower .Essence Consultations.
Deb Soule, Herbalist.
FAMILY PRACTICE-GWENDOLYN L O'GUIN,
D.O. Adult/Pediatric Medicine - Office Gynecology - Manipulation - Preventative Medicine. 22
St John St., Suite #322, Portland. 871 -1300.
BEECH HILL HOSPITAL· HELP FOR CHEMI•
CAL DEPENDENCY For more information call:
1-800-THE-HILL.
BRUCE KENNEY D.0.-CERTIFIED FAMILY
PRACTICE Comprehensive care for individuals
and families. 97 India St. , Portland, ME 04101 .
774-5800.

66 - COUNSELING
JUNGIAN ANALYSIS Experience psychotherapy as it deals with the process of becoming
more conscious of the unconscious archetypal
and symbolic influences behind your issues,
while focusing on the therapeutic power of your
dreams with D. Joseph Manship, a Zurich-trained
Jungian Analyst and a member of the International Association of Analytical Psychotherapy.
Hours by appointment, (207)874-2219 or 8710950. (PA11)
PAULETTE MASSARI, MSW ACSW. Specializing in Adult Children of Alcoholics issues. Training, consultation, employee assistance. Office
hours by appointment. Alcohol and drug abuse
prevention services. 7 Red Coat Lane, Sanford,
Maine. (207) 490-1295, and the Kittery Business
Center, Route 236, Kittery Maine (207) 439-4395540.
KAREN J. LUDWIG, M.Div. Feminist Pastoral
Counseling and Therapy, 39 Baribeau Drive,
Brunswick, Maine (207) 721-0115.
J

LISA S. BUSSEY, M.A., C.E.D.T.Couples Counseling, Individual and Group Therapy, 232 St.
John Street, Suite 220, Portland, Maine 04102
(207) 775-7927.

FREDERICK' S:-WOC.F, M.Dlv., S.T.D.'Pa'storal
counseling, 477 Congress Street, Suite 1003,
Portland, Maine 04101 . (207) 772-1307.
JUDITH LIPPA, M.S.W. Licensed Clinical Social
Worker, for Counseling and Psychotherapy.
Individuals, couples, families , groups. 142 High
Street, Suite 423, Portland, Maine 04101 (207)
773-1235.
"COUNTRYSIDE COUNSELING SERVICE."
Personalized counseling by a licensed clinical
social worker. Individuals, couples, and groups.
Insurance reimbursable. Evening and weekend
appointments. Fairfield, Maine. (207) 453-4403.
PATRICIA SMITH, RN, C. Psychiatric Counselor. Individuals, couples , groups, cancer counseling. Relaxation and imagery - Writing as a
healing journey. The Center for Health and
Healing : a holistic group of independent practitioners. 17 Masonic St., Rockland, ME 04841 .
(207) 594-0752.
WOMENSPACE COUNSELING CENTER Vivian Wadas, M.A. 757 Congress St. , Portland.
871-0377.
NORMA KRAUS EULE, MSW,.LCSW Licensed
Clinical Social Worker. Psychotherapy for individuals and groups. 1O Minot Ave ., Auburn, ME
04210. 784-8747.

J .-
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HOW TO PIAY SAFER
Only you can decide what risks you are willing to take. Some people use safer sex
practices with all their partners. Other people make decisions about the risks they are
willing to t<1-ke !>ased on their own and their part_ners' sexual and d~g_use history and/ or,
HIV status. People also· nrake decisions based on how comfortable they feel negotiating
safer sex in any. particular situation. If you and your partner have not talked about past
practices and/or HIV status, don't make assumptions. (For example, many lesbjans have
had unprotected intercourse with a man in the last ten years.)
• Use a condom when fucking. On the condoms, use water-based lubricants like KY.
Oil-based lubricants like Crisco, Vaseline, and baby oil may make condoms break.
• Use a condom when sucking dick if your partner is going to come in your mouth. If
HIV-infected cum or pre-cum gets in your mouth, it may get in your bloodstream through
cuts in your gums or sores in your mouth.
• Use dental dams (latex squares) when going down on a woman if she is having her
period or has a vaginal infection. Menstrual blood and secretions from vaginal infections
have more HIV than healthy vaginal secretions or urine. No information has been gathered
about the concentration of HIV in "feinale ejaculate."
• Use latex gloves for fisting or finger-fucking if you have any sores or cuts on your
hands.
• Keep semen and blood (including menstrual blood and blood drawn from piercing,
cutting, or shaving) out of your vagina, anus, mouth, or breaks in your skin.
• If you share dildos, vibrators, or other sex toys, use a new condom each time, or
clean loys with hydrogen peroxide or soap and water.
• Alternative insemination may put you at risk. Discuss this risk with potential donors
or sperm !Janks.
• Massage, hugging, dirty talk, role-playing, masturbation (solo, with a partner, in a
group) and other activities that don't let blood or semen into your bloodstream are safe.
• Alcohol, poppers, or other drugs may lower your ability to make good decisions.
Many people have reported that they have been unable to maintain safer sex practices after
getting high.
• Good nutrition, lots of rest , exercise, and nonabuse of alcohol and other drugs may
help you fight all illnesses, including AIDS.

INI'RAVENOUS DRUG USE

• Don't share works (needles, syringes, droppers, spoons, cottons. or cookers)!
• If you must share or re-use works, clean them before and after each injection as
follows: dip needle and works into bleach, draw up and release three times, dip needle and
works into fresh water, draw up and release three times. In an emergency, rubbing alcohol
or vodka can be used instead of bleach, or you can"'boil works that aren't plastic in water
for at least 15 minutes. (Use a fresh solution each time you clean your works.)
-

INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER Treatment
for: Addictions, ACOA Issues and Co-dependency- Individuals, groups and couples. Lucy C.
Chudzik, Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor.
477 Congress St. , Portland. (207) 761-9096.

KAREN MOLVIG, Psy.D. AND CECILIA LELAND, L.C.S.W. Psychotherapy for individuals
and groups. 103 Brunswick Avenue, Gardiner,
ME 04345. 582-1559.
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANTS
Individual, group, couples and family counseling.
Organizational consultation. Diane Lemay, Ed.D.
and Bette Katsekas , Ed.D. Four Milk St. , Portland. (207) 772-0664.

MAINER ESOURCE NUMBERS

AIDS line: 207-775-1267 or 800-851-AIDS
AIDS Project, The, Portland, ME: 207-774-6877
AIDS Support Group, Bath, ME: 207-725-4955
Andl'OliCOggin Valley AIDS Coalition, Lewiston, ME: 207-795-4029
Augusta Area IIlV+ Support Group, Gardiner, M E: 207-777-1701 (Steve) or
207-371-2147 (Cecilia)
Down F.ast AIDS Network (DEAN), Blue Hill, M E: 207-326-8580 (Tracy)
Gay Men's Health Crisis (GMHq, New York: 212-807-6655
Maine Health Foundation: 207-773-3564
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services, Brunswick, ME: 207-725-4955
National AIDS Hotline: 1-800-342-7514
National Minority AIDS Council (NMAq, Washington, DC: 202-544-1076
Rumford/Mexico Area AIDS Support Group: 207-3369-0259
Support Group for Women with AIDS, ARC, or who are 1-DV +,
Portland, ME: 207-774-6877
Waldo County AIDS &lucation Committee, Belfast, ME: 207-338-1427
Women's AIDS Network, San Francisco: 415-864-4376
As the AIDS epidemic continues, it's up to each of us to act responsibly.
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UNLEASH POWER WITH DIRECT ACTION

Every _Saturday Nigh~
Don•t Miss Maine•s only

R ·1:G HT NOW

Women•s Night
.8 :30 p.m. - 1 :00 a.m.

-----------------------

EVERYONE IS WELCOME TO JOIN OUR MEETING$ AND OUR
ACTIONS. WE MEET EVERY MONDAY NIGHT AT 7 PM AT OUR
NEW WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE LOCATION - THE ANDREWS
SQUARE BUILDING , 72 PINE STREET, PORTLAND.

29 Forest Ave. (Behind Zootz)
Portland, ME 04101

I Sponsored by Lisa Vaccaro
Questions? Call (207) 871-8965

AT THIS TIME I CAN NOT ATTEND MEETINGS BUT I WISH TO
SHOW SUPPORT TO ACT UP IN THE FOLLOWING WAYS:

·-.. · , .· ·. Join ~ .$ "For

0
0

A CONTRIBUTION OF$.__
.
PLEASE CALL ME BEFORE THE NEXT MAJOR ACTION
[] ADD MY NAME TO YOUR MAILING LIST
0 I WANT TO BUY AN ACT UP MAINE T-SHIRT AT $12.00
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:
ACT UP/ MAINE
P.O. BOX 5267
PORTLAND, MAINE
04101

NAME._ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS. _ _ ______;,_

Katahd1n's

Opening Brunch ;
November 17, 1991
· 9:30 a:Jn ..· 2:3C)·p~m.

PHONE_ _ _ __

,

INFORMATION: 774-7224 OR 774-5082

FAX: 499-7055
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Maine Health}Foundation's
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(mammograms & breast exams)
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for more information,
Call Kim at 761-2582
Katahdin is located .at

J

Spring & High Streets in Portland

